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Abstract
Quantum physics yields cryptographic applications which are expected to contribute to communications security, in particular by providing protection against attacks by future quantum computers. Technology development programmes in quantum communications, including the deployment of quantum networks, are therefore being funded worldwide. Europe should accelerate the industrial uptake of its scientific knowledge in the field.
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Executive summary

Quantum communications technologies encode information in quantum states of light to transmit it at macroscopic distances, and enable particularly transformative applications in cryptography. Among them the most technologically mature is quantum key distribution (QKD), which allows securely sharing a private encryption key. QKD exploits quantum physics to make apparent any eavesdropping attempt taking place during the key exchange and to measure the leaked information, thus enabling two legitimate partners to know whether the private key they intend to use for encryption was compromised during its transmission, and to which degree. Commercial QKD systems are already available on the market, and other quantum cryptography primitives based on the same principles and similar technologies are expected to soon emerge from research labs, to ensure e.g. message authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation. Given the importance that cryptography has for privacy and security, the rise of completely novel tools has to be analysed also with regard to its policy implications.

Quantum cryptography is based on fundamental physics, and is therefore robust against crypto-analytical progress. An important technology driver could therefore be the development of a general-purpose quantum computer, which would allow running already available quantum algorithms able to break significant segments of classical cryptography. Opinions about the actual usefulness of quantum cryptography are however starkly divided. Its critics highlight its limitations in terms of compatibility with existing telecom infrastructure, performances, and cost; they underline its vulnerability to implementation loopholes, and add that algorithmic quantum-safe cryptography can be developed to address in a more practical way the threats posed by quantum computing. Conversely, its backers stress that ongoing research has removed all serious vulnerabilities and increased performance to a level high enough for various practical applications, that compatibility issues are being addressed, and that cost will decrease as technology spreads. They add that many unknowns shroud the development of secure quantum-safe algorithms, which in any case will remain vulnerable to progress in crypto-analysis, both from the theoretical and the computational side.

Ensuring communications privacy is such a high-stake challenge in the era of mass communications, that the potential economic value of quantum cryptography is huge even if it turns out to be suitable to play only a circumscribed role. Several industries are therefore investigating this technology: manufacturers of telecom equipment and optoelectronic devices, communications providers, information technology enterprises, suppliers of internet services, firms in the security and defence sectors, and some start-ups which have emerged from the academic world. The interest of governments is also keen, and not limited to fostering economic growth. Cryptography is indeed important for applications such as preventing interception of classified information, providing governmental services, protecting critical infrastructure, and in the military field. Banks and financial institutions, data centres providers, and players in the health sector can also be potential users. A home-grown industry mastering a technique that potentially guarantees future-proof communications security can hence be seen as an issue of national security. Quantum cryptography constitutes, therefore, a sensitive issue, and public programmes aimed at technological development and transitioning from laboratory science to industrial applications in real-world settings are being pursued all over the world.

In Europe, the fundamental and applied research that has been done especially by universities constitutes a promising basis for technology transfer and market uptake. However, big manufacturers from the USA and Japan have shown much more commitment in industrial take-up than European ones. Additionally, China has demonstrated, in pushing this technology, an extremely effective top-to-bottom approach, and can now be considered at the forefront both for applied research and for deployments. The European Commission recently started a quantum technologies (QT) flagship initiative to address the risk that other countries will take advantage of the know-how developed in Europe, and several national programmes in QT are being
funded by EU Member States. QuantERA, an ERA-NET co-fund in quantum technologies spanning 26 (mostly European) countries, issued its first calls in 2017. Meanwhile, the European Space Agency has begun working on satellite quantum communications, and the EU Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) programme has started a project dedicated to QT space applications.

It is a shared conviction among both academic and industrial researchers that, in order to open up a market for quantum cryptography technologies, standardisation and certification procedures must be agreed at supranational level and use-cases of interest to private businesses must be elaborated. Measures should also be taken to break disciplinary boundaries, e.g. by establishing working groups including, alongside quantum specialists, also experts on conventional security and telecom engineers, and by deploying pilot quantum networks to be used both as testing grounds by researchers and as demonstrators for possible users. To enhance market pull, the EU should also consider acting as an early adopter, in fields such as e-government, infrastructure protection, or in the common defence policy area. Existing EU networks could be upgraded to accommodate photonic services and quantum cryptography, and new backbones should start to be planned in coordination with national initiatives already underway. It must also be taken into account that at the moment Europe is critically dependent on foreign vendors for some high-tech components that hold a large share of the economic value of a quantum communications system: the EU, and in particular DG GROW, should therefore consider funding manufacturing pilot lines for quantum devices, flanking the ones already set up in the framework of its actions concerning photonics as a key enabling technology.

Legislative measures must also be taken to eliminate the fragmentation of the internal market, which still severely affects security and defence industries. To this aim, it is essential to embed quantum cryptography in policy agendas already being pursued, e.g. the DG Migration and Home Affairs programme ‘Industry for Security’. Barriers to commerce such as country-specific regulations should be eliminated. Limitations to export should also be reduced, e.g. by including quantum cryptography in the negotiation of free trade agreements or in the ongoing revision of the regulation of dual-use technologies exports, carried on by DG for Trade. Measures should also be taken to protect European know-how as industries try to enter difficult markets, and notably the Chinese one.

It is also necessary to keep a watchful eye on longer-term policy implications that could become of primary concern if a widespread diffusion of quantum cryptography takes place. For example, a properly engineered QKD system makes it impossible to intercept the private encryption key without being detected. It therefore contributes to the EU policy commitment for strong cryptography, which is seen as both a significant economic driver and an essential pillar for cybersecurity. On the other side, it has been recognised that the increasing availability of robust cryptographic schemes is already depriving law enforcement agencies (LEAs) of valuable instruments for crime prevention and investigation, since it prevents gathering of information by intercepting the communication line. In the EU, purposely weakening cryptographic techniques by implanting backdoors or by indiscriminately exploiting security loopholes has never been considered as a policy option to give back LEAs their interception capabilities. Conversely, new investigative techniques are being developed, such as targeted device hacking under proper legislative safeguards. The EC is indeed encouraging Member States to develop a toolbox of alternative investigation techniques and to share them, simultaneously stating that measures that could weaken encryption or have an impact on a larger or indiscriminate number of people would not be considered. The development of quantum cryptography constitutes therefore a new technology driver for this approach, as well as an additional instrument to engineer EU long-term policy aims.
1. Introduction

The European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC) has started studying the policy implications of developments in quantum technologies in an 'Issue paper' published in 2016 [JRC QuantumTech 2016], to which the reader is referred for background information on motivations, methods, and purposes. A first report dedicated to quantum time has already been published [JRC QuantumTime 2017]. The JRC is now continuing its work by analysing the emergence of information processing and communication technologies based on quantum physics: this second report deals with quantum communications, while a last one on quantum computing is in preparation.

Quantum communications allows transformative applications for communications security. The most technologically mature is quantum key distribution (QKD), which allows the secure distribution of a private encryption key to be employed by two partners to exchange confidential information along a public channel. Several other cryptographic applications exploiting quantum principles are starting to emerge, and many researchers expect that they will play an important role for communication security. By exploiting fundamental physical laws instead of computational algorithms, quantum cryptography constitutes a significant shift with respect to current practices.

In Chapter 2 we provide the reader with a basic scientific background, to allow him or her to appreciate the role quantum cryptography can play for communication security. In Chapter 3 we shift from science to technology: we briefly overview the main players who are developing intellectual property and physical systems for quantum key distribution, and describe the public programmes that governments worldwide are funding to foster cryptographic applications of quantum communications. Chapter 4 then is devoted to an analysis of the related policy issues. It is organised in five different sections, which deal respectively with each one of the themes we found to be of interest for policymakers:

1. In section 4.1 we explain how the most important technological driver behind the interest for quantum cryptography is the practical progress towards a quantum computer and its crypto-analytical capabilities. Indeed, being based on physical principles and not on computational hardness, quantum cryptographic protocols cannot be attacked by the crypto-analytical capabilities of a quantum computer. However, solutions based on new cryptographic algorithms resistant to quantum-enabled crypto-analysis are also being developed. Security agencies are starting to acknowledge the risks posed by quantum computation, and standardisation bodies are working on quantum-safe cryptography, based both on new algorithms and on quantum physics. The approach taken by regulators against the likeliness that some cryptographic practices now widely in use become unsafe following the development of quantum computers will strongly influence the diffusion and the market uptake of quantum cryptography.

2. In section 4.2 we show that there are two main policy drivers for state-sponsored technology push programmes in quantum communications: develop a domestic capability in a novel industry, which has critical security implications alongside significant economic potential, and build communication backbones which will remain resistant to malevolent actors and foreign intelligence even in the post-quantum era. China is currently the country where state intervention is having by far the largest impact, and its policies seem to be determined by techno-nationalistic considerations not less than economic ones. However, all developed countries are to varying degrees funding national policies of technology development. Several industries are also positioning themselves in this field, but in the present situation it seems far from assured that market forces by themselves will provide the conditions for a wide use of this technology, because of the several factors which still constitute severe hindrances for market uptake. The overall perception is that the diffusion of quantum cryptography will depend on policy decisions and regulatory frameworks not less than on technical issues and economic factors, and that a careful mix of technology push and market pull is necessary to help quantum cryptography find its right place in the communications security landscape.
3. In section 4.3 we review the main application areas where quantum cryptography is being tested, and the businesses which are acting as early users. In the public sector, quantum networks are being built essentially to shield from interception sensitive governmental and military communications. However, also the possibility to use QKD for the protection of critical infrastructure against cyber-attacks is being analysed. Work is more advanced for smart grids and power distribution systems, but also transport, telecom infrastructure and satellite constellations used for navigation are being considered. In the private sector, early adopters have been firms that needed to connect headquarters with other corporate sites, enterprises in the health sector dealing with sensitive information, and owners of data centres willing to secure the back-up process. The banking industry is also testing QKD systems, sometimes via government-funded quantum backbones. Short-range quantum communication chips integrated in mobile phones are also being developed, and their use to download encryption key from a network of ‘quantum-enabled’ cash dispensers can constitute a route to consumer QKD.

4. In section 4.4 we will see that policy action is also necessary to ensure a free market which is as wide as possible, where fair competition among industry players can take place. In particular, country-specific certification for governmental uses among EU Member States represents a significant burden for compliance, especially for small players: even at the EU level trade barriers, often raised quoting homeland security concerns, still exist. In the international landscape, the determined top-to-bottom approach chosen by China is actually contributing some market pull. However, local firms are granted privileged access and foreign competitors are forced to forge joint ventures with domestic players, so that measures to protect intellectual property of industries trying to enter the Chinese market must be taken. Legislation on export restriction due to the dual-use nature of cryptographic technology must be carefully balanced, in such a way that it does not hurt European industries more than their international competitors.

5. In section 4.5 we assess how the balance of privacy versus security will be affected by quantum cryptography. It is already acknowledged that the increasing availability of strong end-to-end encryption in internet-based communications is making it extremely difficult for law enforcing agencies to gain potentially important information by employing lawful interception along the communication line, and quantum cryptography is likely to compound this problem. As a consequence, LEAs recur more and more frequently to hacking the suspect’s personal devices in order to intercept a communication before it is encrypted or after it has been decrypted. The use of these so called ‘offensive technologies’ is considerably more intrusive for privacy than intercepting communication on the flight along the telecom infrastructure, and therefore requires careful balancing the right of the individual against the possible investigative advantages. In addition, being based on exploiting security flaws or purposely inserting them, it entails some degree of cybersecurity risk, lest some of the relevant know-how becomes available to malevolent actors. The policy responses triggered by the progressive availability of unassailable cryptographic techniques must therefore carefully weight risks against advantages, and proper regulatory frameworks must be developed whenever necessary.

In Chapter 5 we draw the main conclusions of our analysis, providing a set of policy recommendations and suggestions for further actions to be undertaken at the EU level.

We hope that this report will shed some light on the challenges that EU policymakers and regulators are to face in order to nurture and manage the cryptographic applications of quantum communications. Despite difficulties and uncertainties always associated with the development of novel technologies, we think that a clear case can be made for the EU to support quantum cryptography, since it holds the promise of becoming a significant driver for European economic growth and for global security.
2. Scientific background

Quantum cryptography introduces communication security in the physical layer, and therefore differs profoundly from currently employed conventional cryptographic techniques, which operate via algorithms running in the data layers. Although several quantum cryptography primitives are currently being investigated, quantum key distribution is the first one to have been experimentally demonstrated and the most technologically mature, as well the only one for which commercial systems are available on the market — systems that may constitute the basis for the practical implementation of other primitives. We will therefore take QKD as the starting point for a basic introduction to quantum cryptography (1).

QKD exploits quantum physics to allow two legitimate parties to share a private key that is subsequently used to encrypt a confidential message to be transmitted along a public classical channel. The key is ensured to be private since it is transmitted along a quantum channel in a way that makes any eavesdropping attempt apparent to the legitimate parties. This is accomplished by taking advantage of fundamental laws such as the uncertainty principle (that limits the amount of total information that can be extracted from measurements on pairs of conjugate variables), the no-cloning theorem (that prevents the creation of an identical copy of an unknown arbitrary quantum state), and the existence of entanglement (by which two physically separated particles are intertwined in such a way that interacting with one of them unavoidably affects the state of the other). Because of these fundamental principles any information leakage from a quantum channel always results in a degradation of the information that is actually transmitted, and this degradation can be quantitatively related to a measurable increase in the quantum bit error rate by employing appropriate techniques. Quantum key distribution is indeed based on the possibility to establish an upper limit on the amount of information leaked from a quantum communication channel: by using suitable mathematical procedures, this amount can then be reduced to a level deemed acceptable for the relevant security purposes. It is important to note that an existing optical link cannot automatically be assumed to be compatible with a QKD protocol, since in general it includes devices such as optical amplifiers, routers, and transceivers, which destroy the information encoded in quantum states.

In section 2.1 we give a general introduction on encryption and explain the role of QKD, while in section 2.2 we briefly present other quantum-enabled cryptographic primitives; finally, section 2.3 overviews the possible implementations of these scientific principles.

2.1. Quantum key distribution

Encryption is at the core of information security in the digital age, and consists in the transformation of a ‘cleartext’ readable by everyone into a ‘cyphertext’ that can be understood only by the intended recipient. All the cryptographic methods used in modern telecommunications involve the use of disclosed mathematical algorithms and secret keys, in accordance with Kerckhoffs’s principle. They are divided into two broad categories: symmetric key systems and asymmetric key systems.

(1) Since this report is intended for a public without a background in quantum physics, we will eschew all the technical details regarding the issues under discussion, which constitute the object of the hundreds of scientific papers that are published annually. Indeed, a quick Scopus search on ‘quantum key distribution’ (which is by far the most explored sub-field of quantum communications) reveals that a total of ~ 5 300 papers have been published on this subject up to April 2017. The trend has been rising for at least 20 years, and culminated with the ~ 500 papers published in 2016.

A recent primer on quantum technologies for the non-specialist is [The Economist 2017]. For Quantum Communications, the reader is referred to [Gisin 2002] for a first overview, and to [Diamanti 2016] for a recent update. In [Dusek 2006] and [Alléaume 2014] topics specific to quantum cryptography are dealt with. The scientific event of reference in this field is the International Conference on Quantum Cryptography: the last in the series is the 2017 edition (see http://2017.qcrypt.net).
In symmetric key systems the same secret key is used by the sender Alice to encrypt the message, and then by the recipient Bob to decrypt it. This obviously opens the problem: how can the two parties share a secret key if they need it to establish a secure communication? Asymmetric key systems solved this issue in the 1970s by introducing a pair of mathematically related different keys: a public key used for the encryption, and a uniquely related private key that is necessary for the decryption. The intended recipient of a message generates a public/private key pair, and broadcasts the public key. The sender uses this public key to encrypt his message, and then sends the ciphertext to the recipient that can decrypt it with the private key corresponding to the broadcasted public one. Asymmetric key systems therefore allow for secure transmission over an unsecure channel, since the private key is never transmitted to anybody and the algorithm is chosen so that deducing it from the public key is ‘computationally hard’, i.e. unfeasible in practice. However, given that using asymmetric cryptography is computationally much more demanding than symmetric, the broadcasted public key is typically not employed to encrypt the actual message: rather, it provides the solution for the problem stated above, by providing a way to securely exchange along an unsecure channel the private symmetric key that will be used both to encrypt and to decrypt the message. A preliminary problem must also be addressed to provide secure communications along a public channel, namely the verification of the identities of the two parties. Let us take the example of e-commerce: how can I be sure that a swindler is not impersonating the vendor I think I am communicating with, and therefore that I am not sending him, encrypted with the public key he broadcasted, my credit card data, that he will then decrypt with his private key? In other terms, the public channel along which the communication takes place has to be ‘authenticated’, to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks where a third party impersonates Alice to Bob, and impersonates Bob to Alice. The authentication issue is addressed by resorting to a public key infrastructure (PKI): a limited number of trusted certificate authorities (CAs), which can be either private companies or governmental agencies) verify the identities of organisations or individuals requesting an asymmetric key pair, and then issue them the pair, or certify their one. Commercial web browsers are then manufactured in such a way that they automatically recognise when a broadcasted public encryption key has been issued or certified by the CAs, and only in this case assume its validity. The classical algorithms ordinarily used for asymmetric and symmetric cryptography are founded on the mathematical principle of computational hardness, i.e. on an extremely demanding computational task. They would not provide security against a hypothetical adversary with unbounded computational power: they are not ‘information theoretically secure’ (ITS). What they do provide is ‘practical computation security’, meaning that the best attack among those we know would require computational resources much larger than the ones we estimate our adversary will be able to deploy against us. Practical computational security is typically achieved by using long enough encryption keys: a trade-off however exists, because longer keys imply that the legitimate user will also have to spend more resources for encryption and decryption. In addition, practical computational security allows a patient adversary to steal the encrypted data now, and decrypt them later on, when he could have developed more powerful computational resources (crypto-analytic algorithms, processing speed, memory, time, etc.). In particular, as will be discussed later on, the development of a quantum computer can represent a major threat for some of the algorithms employed in classical cryptography. Quantum key distribution is based on a fundamental principle of quantum physics, namely that under certain conditions it is impossible to gain information about quantum states being transmitted from a sender Alice to a receiver Bob without perturbing the states. This principle can clearly be exploited for communications security purposes and, in particular, to establish a symmetric encryption/decryption key, since it allows one to detect the activity of an eavesdropper, assess the amount of leaked information, and take the necessary countermeasures to ensure the secrecy of the key. Several different
QKD implementations exist, all of them requiring as initial resources a public quantum channel and an authenticated public classic channel.

Channel authentication is a key issue also for conventional cryptography. It has been demonstrated that to authenticate a classical public channel in an ITS way the two legitimate players need only to share a short initial secret key. Conversely, a crucial result of information theory states that to achieve ITS encryption one needs a random key with an entropy as great as the message itself: loosely speaking, we can say that the random encryption key must be as long as the message. In addition, it is required that the key must be used only once, e.g. in a so-called one time pad (also known as Vernam’s cipher), which is its bit-by-bit XOR composition with the message.

In a classical scenario, these essential requirements for ITS communications imply the continuous transmission of extremely long secret keys: the entropy of the short secret key used for channel authentication is indeed too small, and cannot be increased by classical means. From this point of view, QKD can be seen as a key expansion technique that has no classical counterparts, since it exploits quantum physics to expand the entropy of the short authentication key to any required level. In principle, QKD can be employed to obtain a key as long as the message, and then encrypt it by using one time pad. In practice smaller entropy than that needed for true ITS communications is often considered enough, and all the available commercial systems make use of a block cypher like the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [NIST FIPS 197].

Another important property of QKD is universal composability, meaning that when used in combination with other cryptographic protocols which are information theoretically secure (ITS) and universally composable (UC), the resulting composed cryptographic protocol will also be ITS and UC. One-time pad is universally composable, and therefore when used with a QKD-expanded key the resulting protocol will be both UC and ITS: as a consequence, even an adversary with unbounded (classical or quantum) computational power will never be able to crack it.

Any QKD system requires a quantum channel and an authenticated classical channel to connect Alice and Bob. It is assumed that an eavesdropper Eve can intercept all the traffic flowing through these two channels, but that well-defined ‘safe boundaries’ around Alice and Bob equipment cannot be penetrated. This last assumption can somewhat be relaxed with so-called device-independent protocols, whose implementations however are characterised by much lower performances and technology-readiness with respect to more conventional ‘prepare and measure’ ones.

Generally speaking, any QKD process begins with the encoding of random bits in quantum states, which are then transmitted along the quantum channel. By exchanging classical information about random subsets of the quantum bit flux, Alice and Bob compare the states that have been prepared by the sender with those that have been actually measured by the receiver. They then apply error correction and privacy amplification codes that reduce the amount of quantum information that Eve might have been intercepting to an arbitrarily small level, allowing therefore the distillation of a private key. Any QKD system therefore requires as initialisation step the authentication of a classical public channel. We have already seen that this can be done in an ITS way via a short secret initialisation key shared by the legitimate users, and a practical solution would be to use public key cryptography to establish this initialisation secret key. Of course, in this case the whole scheme would no longer be information theoretically secure. However, to take advantage of this weakness the eavesdropper is obliged to mount a man-in-the-middle attack during the very first channel authentication round. If this attack is not successful, then the key expanded via QKD would be perfectly secure, and a part of it could later be used for successive channel authentications.

QKD therefore denies an adversary the possibility of a ‘store now, decrypt later’ approach. Consequently, in order to decide on the asymmetric cryptography algorithm to be used and its key length, the legitimate parties only have to make reasonable
assumptions about the computational resources an adversary can deploy during the first authentication of the channel. Indeed, if the authentication is not broken during the first round of QKD, even if it is only computationally secure, then all subsequent rounds of QKD will be ITS. In this sense, it is usually said that QKD allows building long-term unconditional security out of short-term assumptions, and that under these conditions it provides everlasting secrecy. QKD can therefore be used in combination with a public key infrastructure that offers the necessary simplicity and flexibility: even if the asymmetric scheme is deemed secure only for a limited time span, long-term security is then ensured by QKD.

Everlasting secrecy is different from the forward secrecy that can be obtained with conventional public key cryptography, which relies on the use of different ephemeral keys to authenticate the channel in each traffic session. In this way the symmetric encrypting keys that are being established in each session are independent from one another, and if one of them is at any time compromised only the traffic exchanged during that particular session can be decrypted.

Everlasting secrecy is a much stronger property and includes forward secrecy, since it depends only on the security of the first channel authentication round. Since the term ‘unconditional security’ is employed as a synonym for ‘information-theoretic security’, it is necessary to clarify that the demonstrated QKD unconditional security is actually based on a series of conditions: indeed, in addition to the secrecy of the initial channel authentication key, the following assumptions have to be made:

1. The laws of quantum mechanics hold true. The non-cloning theorem in particular is exploited for the more technologically ready implementations based on discrete states prepare and measure, while the Bell inequality is at the basis of more advanced device-independent implementations.
2. As with classical cryptography, the adversary has no access to Alice’s and Bob’s QKD equipment, but only to the communication channels. Note that the presence in QKD of a public quantum channel alongside the classical one allows exploiting possible additional quantum-specific loopholes alongside classical ones, therefore allowing for ‘quantum hacking’.
3. The implementation should not have non-idealities which are not properly addressed. This means that every possible side-channel that could allow for information leakage must be known and properly characterised: only so called device-independent QKD allows relaxing this issue, at least to a certain extent. In particular, the algorithms used for the generation of pseudorandom numbers must pass specific randomness tests, as e.g. those included in the NIST Statistical Test Suite, Special Publication 800-22.

We remark that randomness is an extremely important issue also in classical cryptography. Physical-based randomness can be achieved e.g. by employing quantum random numbers generators, and some devices that generate true random number by exploiting quantum physics are already in the market, having passed the relevant certification processes [IDQ QRNG], [Quintessence QRNG].

### 2.2. Other quantum cryptography primitives

Here we will give a brief overview of other quantum-based cryptographic primitives. Our overview will be limited to cryptographic primitives that have been experimentally demonstrated, and will not cover all the protocols that have been subject to theoretical investigation and rely on quantum memories or quantum computation. Although limited in scope, this short summary will show how, building on QKD know-how, protocols and physical systems allow the addressing of a rich variety of different (and sometimes much subtler) cryptographic tasks: in this regard, QKD can be seen as both an entry point and an enabler for many other cryptographic techniques.

To give some historical perspective, we point out that the very first suggestion on the use of quantum physics to accomplish cryptographic tasks impossible in a classical
framework predates the publication of the BB84 QKD protocol in 1984. In the 70s, a paper was written that outlined how quantum communication can provide a way to merge two classical messages in such a way that the recipient can extract either of them, but not both. Additionally, it showed also how quantum techniques could be employed to produce banknotes impossible to counterfeit. The paper was rejected by the journal to which it was submitted and went unpublished until 1983 [Wiesner 1983].

It is now clear that quantum physics has a fundamental role to play in the field of discreet decision-making, where two parties have to make a joint decision based on their private information, compromising its confidentiality as little as possible. We have already seen that quantum physics allows for unconditionally secure communication between parties that trust each other. Conversely, when the parties do not trust each other but must somehow collaborate, quantum physics will in general not suffice to guarantee security, and extra assumptions are to be made. In particular, most of the cryptographic primitives we will describe below are not secure if a quantum channel is available to an adversary that is not subject to further restrictions and can exploit non-local quantum correlations such as those provided by entanglement. Nevertheless, two-party protocols are so pivotal to modern cryptography that it is essential to explore scenarios that allow provable security in important real-world settings where realistic restrictions bound the adversary’s actions.

**Quantum signatures.** Digital signatures are stronger than channel authentication, because they guarantee transferability and non-repudiation of a message which is ensured not to have been forged or tampered with, i.e. whose integrity is guaranteed. The algorithms on which digital signatures are based rely on computational hardness, whose validity will cease with the advent of a quantum computer. Quantum signature protocols that do not need trusted authorities, are ITS, and can be implemented with QKD components have been demonstrated [Amiri 2016], although their limited performances make them presently unsuitable for practical use.

In **position-based quantum cryptography** the geographical position of a person is the only credential for accessing secured data and services, and enables secure communication over an insecure channel without having any pre-shared key. It also allows users to verify that a received message originates from a particular geographical position and was not modified during the transmission. While with classical communication such tasks are impossible, it has been demonstrated within well-specified limits they can be achieved if players resort to quantum communication, and experimental results based on QKD hardware have been demonstrated [Broadbent 2016], [Schaffner homepage], [ERCIM news].

**Bit commitment** is a two-phase protocol between two mistrusting parties, Alice and Bob. In the first step Alice decides a bit value and sends Bob a confirmation that she has committed to a value, giving a ‘hint’ to it that however does not allow Bob to actually learn the committed value. In the second step Alice reveals the value to Bob, and the hint received in the previous step allows him to detect whether Alice has cheated, i.e. has changed the bit value she previously committed. Information-theoretically secure bit commitment schemes cannot exist classically, and it has been demonstrated that the same holds true even with protocols resorting to quantum mechanics: actually, quantum effects such as entanglement can be exploited by either of the two parties to cheat. In other terms, quantum physics is not enough to guarantee security unless extra assumptions are made. We point out that such assumptions need not be of a technological nature, and could be based on fundamental laws coming from other realms of physics: for example, unconditionally secure bit commitment has been experimentally demonstrated using QKD systems by taking advantage of relativistic causality constraints [Lunghi 2013], [Liu 2014].

**Quantum coin flipping.** As we have seen, QKD allows distributing a secret key with information-theoretic security between two trusted and collaborating communicating parties. However, in many advanced cryptographic schemes the two parties do not trust
each other and hence cannot collaborate. Coin flipping, where two spatially separated distrustful parties share a randomly generated bit whose value must be unbiased, is especially important for example in distributed computing. Although unconditionally secure coin flipping is known to be impossible both in the classical and in the quantum domain, some advantages of quantum over classical communication have been demonstrated in a scheme that makes use of QKD hardware [Pappa 2014].

In an oblivious transfer protocol a sender transfers one of potentially many pieces of information to a receiver, but remains oblivious as to what piece (if any) has been transferred. In a one-out-of-two (1 out of n) oblivious transfer, Alice has two (n) messages that she sends to Bob in such a way that he can decide to receive either of them at his choosing, but not both (all). Alice never finds out which message Bob receives. Such a protocol is essential for secure multi-party computation, since it allows a user to get exactly one database element without the server getting to know which element was queried, and without the user knowing anything about the other elements that were not retrieved. An experimental implementation of oblivious transfer in the noisy storage model, based on a modified entangled quantum key distribution system, has been demonstrated under the physical assumption that an adversary does not possess a large reliable quantum memory [Erven 2014].

2.3. Physical implementations

In this paragraph we will briefly describe how a QKD system works. Since there are several different ways to implement the various QKD protocols developed to date, our explanation has mainly the aim of providing some background to anchor general concepts. Because of its simplicity and didactic value, we focus on the BB84 protocol, which was the first one to be proposed (in 1984). It is still used today, and is also the starting point from which more sophisticated protocols have been developed. As will become clear from the description, BB84 is an example of the 'prepare and measure' protocol applied to discrete variables and based on the no-cloning theorem. For the sake of clarity, we will consider the case when the quantum state being transported is the polarisation of single photons [Qui 2010].

Let us assume that the sender Alice generates a random bit (i.e. a ‘0’ or a ‘1’), and then encodes it in one of two different polarisation bases (respectively called rectilinear and diagonal), randomly chosen. In the first basis a ‘0’ is encoded by a photon with horizontal polarisation (0 °) and a ‘1’ by a photon with vertical polarisation (90 °), while in the second basis a ‘0’ is encoded by a photon with diagonal polarisation (45 °) and a ‘1’ by a photon with antidiagonal polarisation (135 °). Since the receiver Bob does not know Alice’s basis selection, he measures the polarisation of the incoming photons by randomly choosing the rectilinear or the diagonal basis. If he happens to use the same basis employed for the encoding, he will measure the right polarisation; conversely, if he chooses the wrong basis, the result of his measurement will be a random projection on it of the encoded polarisation, which gives the correct result only with a 50% probability. After a long sequence of photons has been exchanged, Alice and Bob compare the basis they have respectively employed for encoding and measuring, communicating via the authenticated channel. They keep only the random bits generated and detected with matched basis, which are said to constitute the sifted keys. In an ideal system without noise, imperfections, and disturbances, the sifted keys are identical, and can be used as a private key.

Let us now imagine that an eavesdropper Eve intercepts Alice’s photons, measures their polarisation, and then sends forward to Bob photons with polarisations identical to the ones she has measured. Since she doesn’t know the basis used by Alice for polarisation encoding, she will use the right one only in 50% of the interceptions: in these cases she measures the right polarisation and sends forward to Bob photons with a polarisation identical to the one transmitted by Alice. But since the other 50% of the intercepted photons will be measured in the wrong basis, they will be projected on the wrong
polarisation with a 50% probability. To summarise, three quarters of the photons intercepted by Eve give her the right bit value and are forwarded unchanged to Bob; the last quarter, on the contrary, will give her the wrong bit, and will be forwarded to Bob in a state different from the one encoded by Alice. As a consequence, when Alice and Bob compare their sifted keys, they will be able to detect the interception, because of this 25% quantum bit error rate. It is therefore impossible for Eve to gain information from the quantum channel without introducing errors: this feature, which has been here illustrated for a particular communication protocol, constitutes a general property of quantum communications.

What we have here described is a 4-state BB84 protocol, but qubits can be encoded also using only two (non-orthogonal) polarisations, or conversely using six different polarisation states, with different advantages and disadvantages. Polarisation encoding is typical of free air QKD, since, to first approximation, free-space propagation does not affect polarisation. However, information can also be encoded in the relative phase of photons, and this is actually the preferred option when the quantum channel is an optical fibre, which does not preserve the polarisation state of a propagating photon.

Whatever the actual protocol chosen, in any real world implementation some errors will unavoidably be present (e.g. generated by imperfections in the polarisation controllers, disturbances in the transmission channel, noise in the detectors, and so on). Although the legitimate partners may have some knowledge about the quantum bit error rate (QBER) level associated with the intrinsic limitations and imperfections of their system and of the quantum channel, the most conservative behaviour would be to attribute all the errors to Eve’s eavesdropping activity. It can be demonstrated that if the QBER is above a certain threshold, a secure key cannot be generated and the qubit transmission process must be repeated [Gottesman 2008]. Conversely, below a certain QBER threshold, information reconciliation (i.e. error correction) and privacy amplification algorithms can be applied that will lead to establish an identical key, shorter with respect to the initial one but with the guarantee that any possible information Eve may have acquired about it has been reduced to an arbitrary small level.

Just to fix the ideas, here is the description of a basic error correction code: Alice chooses a random pair among the bits she has transmitted, and communicates to Bob which pair she has chosen (i.e. which bits, not their actual values) and the result of her XOR operations. Bob performs the same operation between the corresponding bits he has received, and compares his result with the one communicated by Alice. If the two results coincide, Alice and Bob keep the first bit of the pair, otherwise they reject both of them. It can be demonstrated that by repeatedly applying this procedure, the differences among the sifted keys can be reduced to an arbitrary low level, i.e. information reconciliation can be achieved. In practical systems, this means reducing the QBER from $\sim 10^{-2}$ to $\sim 10^{-9}$. Once the QBER has been suppressed, a privacy amplification protocol is used to reduce the information that Eve may have gained about the sifted key. A basic scheme works as follows: as before, Alice chooses a random pair of bits and performs an exclusive or (XOR) on them, but now she communicates to Bob only the pair she has chosen — not the result of her XOR operation. Bob calculates the value of the XOR of his corresponding pair, and both of them substitute in their sifted keys the pair with a single bit, to which they give the value of the pair XOR that each one of them has calculated. This scheme exploits the fact that Eve’s information about the XOR of a pair of bits is smaller than whatever (incomplete) information she might have about the two bits of the pair. As a consequence, by repeatedly applying the procedure, Alice and Bob can reduce the information possibly leaked to Eve to an arbitrary small level.

The information reconciliation and privacy amplification algorithms that are actually employed are much more sophisticated than those here described; they however work on the same principle of combining the information distributed among several qubits: this unavoidably implies that the higher the initial QBER and the smaller the acceptable level of leaked information, the shorter will be the final secure key. We have therefore
here at play some fundamental factors that limit the bit rate at which a secure ('distilled') key can be obtained.

Another unavoidable limitation in the performance of the system is determined by the optical losses inevitably introduced by the transmission channel: the longer the channel, the higher the fraction of photons that get lost during their flight. In addition, some of those which actually make it to their destination are not measured, because of the finite efficiency of the single photon detectors. These factors will introduce a trade-off between the distance and the bit rate at which Alice and Bob can transmit a secure key. Note that the reduced bit rate can ultimately represent a security weakness, since it will prevent refreshing the private key as often as it would be desirable, resulting in a so-called 'stale key'. For a fibre-based commercial system the current state of the art is a key rate of ~ Mbit/s (which is deemed acceptable for AES encryption and for video transmission) for a distance of ~ 50 km, the most critical factors being the channel loss and the detector's efficiency. It has been calculated that even by using low-loss fibres and high-efficiency detectors it will not be possible to deploy a QKD span longer than ~ 300 km. The easiest way to extend the QKD range, which is used in all the fibre-based backbones deployed up to now, is based on the use of ‘trusted nodes’, i.e. classical relay systems that connect subsequent quantum cryptographic spans. The security of trusted nodes is ensured by classical means such as hardware security modules, protected enclosures, and physical surveillance. Although this solution allows for easy integration of lawful interception systems, it runs against the ‘end-to-end’ encryption approach that is presently preferred by most services providers. Another option which is being currently explored is to resort to space communications, using satellites as trusted nodes to provide long-distance connectivity. High altitude balloons and drones have been tested.

Having thus described in some detail the BB84 protocol, let us now briefly mention other ways to implement a QKD system which make use of different peculiarities of quantum physics. Continuous-variable QKD is based on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, applied to the quadrature components of the electromagnetic field associated with a propagating light beam [Grosshans 2003], [Diamanti 2015]. In a typical CV-QKD embodiment, Alice superimposes random Gaussian modulations on the amplitude and phase of the coherent states that are transmitted to Bob as successive optical pulses, alongside a phase reference signal. For each received pulse, Bob randomly chooses one of the two components, and using the reference signal in a homodyne detection scheme measures its modulation with a low-noise detector. He then informs Alice about which quadrature he has chosen, so that from each one of the transmitted pulses the two partners extract a pair of values, corresponding respectively to the applied and the measured modulation in the randomly chosen quadratures. By collecting these values over several pulses two pairs of Gaussian distributions will emerge, one at Alice’s side and one at Bob’s, which constitute a set of correlated Gaussian variables, to which suitable information reconciliation and privacy amplification protocols can be applied. The evidence of a possible eavesdropping follows from the fact that the two field quadratures correspond to non-commuting observables, and that Eve cannot do better than randomly choosing one of them for each of her eavesdropping measurements. When she happens to measure the wrong one, because of the Heisenberg principle she will introduce a disturbance in the orthogonal one, which was actually chosen by Bob. As a consequence, the legitimate partners can detect her activity by comparing their correlated Gaussian distributions: these are said to constitute a Gaussian key, from which a common binary key can be obtained via a specifically designed reconciliation algorithm. With respect to discrete variable protocols like BB84, the main advantage of CV-QKD is the fact that it makes use of the standard devices used for coherent telecommunications: in particular it dispenses with single photon detectors, since information is encoded in light pulses containing several photons. On the other hand, it requires heavier computational post processing, and suffers from an increased sensitivity to channel noise that reduce somewhat the maximum distance with respect to discrete variable protocols: typical key rates of ~ Mbit/s for distances of ~ 10 km can be achieved. Longer distances have however been demonstrated [Jouguet 2013], as well as
compatibility with standard data traffic [Kumar 2015]. Small start-ups sell commercial systems, while big telecom corporations are involved in pre-competitive research.

Entanglement is another peculiarly quantum phenomenon that can also be exploited for QKD. We recall that two entangled photons are correlated non-classically in such a way that any action (typically a measurement) that projects one of them into a quantum state instantaneously projects the other member of the pair into the orthogonal state, independent of their distance. Let us imagine that a source of polarisation-entangled photons, generating pairs in either the rectilinear or diagonal basis, is placed between Alice and Bob, in such a way that each one of them receives one of the photons of the pair. They then randomly choose one of the two bases to measure the polarisation, and by comparing their results they can see whether someone is staging an intercept and resend attack. Indeed, for an ideal system and in the absence of eavesdropping a perfect anti-correlation of the measured polarisation is the expected result whenever the same measurement basis is used by the two legitimate partners.

Entanglement can be used for quantum cryptographic purposes also by testing the quantum non-local correlations that can be revealed by a Bell inequality violation, since any eavesdropping would destroy such correlations. The recent loophole-free experimental demonstration of a Bell inequality violation [Hensen 2015] represented a major advance in this field, and raised interest in so-called device-independent QKD approaches, which reduce the room an eavesdropper may have in the exploitation of implementation loopholes. Attacks to detectors, which are usually the most vulnerable part of a QKD apparatus, can be tackled effectively with measurement-device-independent QKD, which is often implemented employing entangled photons. MDI-QKD can also be used to enrich the topology of a QKD network beyond the simple point-to-point, by putting at the centre of a star of users a single untrusted node at which all measurements are made.

In general, all known systems based on entanglement have far lower performance in terms of key rate for a given distance than the ‘prepare and measure’ implementations we described above, and are less technologically mature. Nevertheless, in the longer run, entanglement is expected to play a major role for quantum cryptography, since it is at the core of the quantum repeaters that must be developed to increase the reach of QKD systems without resorting to ‘trusted node’ architectures.

Quantum repeaters, for which various schemes have been proposed, work by establishing entanglement stepwise between parties at progressively greater distances until the required span is attained. Unlike classical repeaters, each step requires a data exchange overhead. Over long distances, multiple repeaters will be required. Nevertheless, the reduction in the data rate due to the total overhead can be much less than the one associated with optical losses in a single-link scheme, in principle allowing end-to-end quantum encryption over continental distances. The demonstration that quantum memories are not necessarily needed for quantum repeaters certainly represented an advance in this matter: however, a quantum repeater without quantum memory suffers from larger overheads, and its final advantages are still a matter under investigation. In general, the development of quantum repeaters to a technology readiness level that allows for field deployment is still seen as a long-term (i.e. more than 10 years) challenge.

Long-range QKD can be achieved also by deploying a space-based entanglement source, which will provide the coverage of a large area, possibly up to intercontinental scale. It has been pointed out that entanglement can also be used to ensure that a key has not been compromised after it has been transmitted, thus providing key storage security in addition to key transmission security. For this aim, the two legitimate partners have to measure the entangled variables and compare their results also before the key is used, and not only as they receive the photons. Of course, this requires efficient ways to transfer the entanglement from photons to systems (e.g. atomic or nuclear spin) more
suitable to long-term storage of quantum states: indeed, entanglement transferral and quantum memories are important long-term research topics for quantum cryptography.

Let us also briefly mention the main directions into which applied research on QKD systems is unfolding. First of all, work is progressing to enhance system performance, by developing more efficient quantum devices such as single photon emitters, single photon detectors, low-noise detectors, modulators, sources of entangled photons, quantum random number generators, and (for the longer term) quantum repeaters. It has been pointed out that also control electronics and data processing can play a major role in certain embodiments. Then we have efforts aimed at increasing system reliability and decreasing cost, in particular by resorting to chip-scale integration of components such as sources and modulators, polarisation controllers, interferometers, and detectors. Another important topic is system security, which is enhanced by identifying and addressing non-idealities in devices and loopholes in engineering implementations, working out theoretical security proofs for the existing protocols, looking at new and possibly device-independent protocols, and compiling catalogues of possible attacks. We have also the issue of the integration with existing infrastructure (e.g. multiplexing quantum and classical signals on the same fibre), and the enlargement of addressable use cases (e.g. by enriching QKD network topology, developing mobile hand-held QKD). The activities related to standardisation and certifications must also be mentioned, in particular the ETSI efforts for security implementation [ETSI 2017].

To complete this scientific overview, we briefly summarise some critical voices. On a fundamental level, some researchers challenge the claim that QKD is information-theoretically-secure and affirm that there are some flaws in the related demonstrations [Hirota 2012], [Yuen 2016], [Bernstein paper 2016]. On the implementation level, a flourishing line of so-called ‘quantum hacking’ investigations [Makarov website], [Scarani 2012] have shown how engineering loopholes have repeatedly affected the application of the theory to practical systems, so that new defence mechanisms have had to be developed for each type of attack. It does appear that until now, QKD system builders have been able to counter all of the known hacks. But this has required ad hoc defence measures such as detectors to monitor for invasive light pulses or filters to exclude them. Researchers in QKD see these investigations as a necessary feedback mechanism that will contribute to the development of increasingly secure systems. They add that also conventional cryptography can be attacked in the physical layer by exploiting side channels, e.g. the characteristic noise patterns emitted by a computer while performing certain cryptographic operations.
3. Technology development

In this chapter we provide some elements that allow identifying the main players in the technology development of quantum communication, and in particular of its most technologically mature application, i.e. quantum key distribution. In section 3.1 we present a patent analysis to evidence the business sectors which are positioning themselves in this area, by developing intellectual property and know-how. Section 3.2 presents a list of the industries which are actually developing QKD systems, working at a precompetitive level or actually selling products. In section 3.3 we finally overview the technology development programmes on quantum communications which are being funded by several governments, with the aim of supporting a technology that is seen simultaneously as a driver of economic growth and a factor of national security.

3.1. Patent landscape

Patent analysis can be used to gain some insight on the main players which are developing a technology, and a certain foresight at the unfolding trends. An investigation of the patenting landscape on QKD has been done in September 2016 by using the European Patent Office Global Patent Index database, using the query {('quantum' AND 'key' AND 'distribution') OR ('quantum' AND 'cryptography') OR ('QKD')} for text in the title and abstract of all patent applications. We point out that such automated searches may fail to capture the entire intellectual property portfolio of a single firm, and are intended to give just a first rough indication of who the main players are, and how their patenting activity evolved over the years.

Having eliminated false positives, duplicates, dropped applications, and some patents lapsed because of missing annual fee payment, we were left with 600 patent families. From the data plotted in Figure 1, we can see that 1. patenting in QKD starts in 1992; 2. after a relative maximum in 2004-2005 a new peak has been reached in 2014, which is the last year for which complete data are available; 3. the majority of applications are by industrial players. The last year for which complete data are available is 2014, and only applications filed in China contribute to the 2015 tally.

![Figure 1: Yearly distribution of patent applications in QKD, by academy and industry. The bar relative to 2015 is dashed, to highlight that only applications filed in China contribute to it. Indeed, an 18 months confidentiality period is normally observed between the filing of the application and its disclosure; the applicant may however waive the non-disclosure right, and this appears to be the standard procedure for patents filed in China.](image)
We now proceed to examine the nationalities of the institutions that file the applications. In the case in which there is more than one applicant for a given application, we have attributed the entry to a 'most significant applicant' according to the following criteria: 1. If the applicants are a private citizen and an institution, we have attributed the patent to the institution: this is by far the most common case; 2. if the applicants are a university and an industry, we have attributed the patent to the industry; 3. if the applicants are two or more institutions of the same nature, we have attributed the patent to the institution with the biggest number of applications in the field.

A distribution of the applicant nationality is plotted in Figure 2: we see a prevalence of China and USA, followed by Japan and Great Britain. We point out that some players file the applications in a country different from the one in which they are headquartered. Toshiba (JP) has a research centre in Great Britain, and some of its applications are first filed there. The same holds true for Hewlett Packard, a US company that has a research centre in Great Britain. Fujitsu (JP) filed a total of three patents on QKD: one in Japan, one in Germany, and one in Great Britain. ID Quantique, a Swiss start-up, routinely makes the first deposit and claims priority in the US. Overall, the country in which more applications by foreign firms take place turns out to be Great Britain, a possible sign of the capacity to attract foreign investment in R & D in this area.

Inspecting Figure 2, we can see a prevalence of industrial players over the academic ones, with the notable exception of China, in which almost half of the applications are filed by universities, and Malaysia, where all the patents are filed by a single national research centre. Note the patterned bars referring to Chinese applications, to highlight once again that since they apparently use to waiver the 18 months confidentiality period they could be over-represented with respect to applications filed in other countries. More specifically, all the ~50 disclosed applications submitted in year 2015 have been filed in China.

In the following Figure 3 we grouped together all the European players, that is applicants headquartered in AT, BE, CH, DE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, IE, IT, LU and RO. We see that European applications have been more or less steady over the years: the peak in 2008 is due to a single GB company, Qinetiq, which filed 13 applications. Early players were British Telecom in Europe and IBM in US: they were the only applicants until 1996. US patenting activity peaked in the 2003-2005 period, and is now more or less stable. Japan...
started patenting a bit later than Europe and US, but then maintained a very constant output over the years. Later adopters have been Korea and Malaysia, but the most notable feature made apparent by Figure 3 is the growth of China in the last 5 years.

The first 30 institutions, ranked per number of applications, have been plotted in Figure 4: each one of them has filed at least four patents, for a total of 422 out of 600. This means that approximately a third of patents are filed by entities that seem not to be interested in building large portfolios of IP. Such institutions turn out to be typically universities, especially from Europe and USA; conversely, some Chinese universities filed a lot of applications and therefore appear at the top of the list. Among the industries we have microelectronics manufacturers, telecom providers, and firms active in the defence, security, and aerospace sectors. There are also several start-ups specialised in the development of QKD systems: in particular a great number of Chinese patents belong to medium-sized firms of very recent foundation, which are known to be providing the QKD equipment for the deployment of the Beijing–Shanghai quantum backbone. Conversely, we are aware of at least three small European university spin-offs that have gone out of business (SmartQuantum (FR), SeQureNet (FR), CryptoCam (I)).

To contrast the rising Chinese activity, it is worth noting that several western firms have stopped applying for patents. Large US players (MagiQ, BBN, and HP), as well as GB QinetiQ, have not filed any new application after 2010. BT has not filed a single patent in quantum communications in the last 20 years, and Thales in the last 10 years. Most of the patents filed in recent years are therefore coming from China, Japan, Korea and Malaysia, and from smallish European and American players.

In the defence and security sector, the main players are western companies such as MagiQ (US), BBN Raytheon (US), QinetiQ (UK), Thales (FR), and Selex (IT). Applications from this sector seem to have peaked, first in the USA, then also in Europe.

With regards to electronics and telecoms, the main players are from Japan (NEC, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, NTT), and Korea (SK Telecom, Korea Electronics). Also European firms from Europe are present (BT, Nokia, Telefónica, Siemens), but their interest seems to be diminishing, particularly after the conclusion of the FP6 SECOQC project which ran from 2004 to 2008. Conversely, only few patents have been requested by the big firms
of the USA telecom sector, like Cisco, Nortel, Lucent, and Verizon. HP has a somewhat more consistent patent portfolio: however, the HP Quantum Information Processing Group in Bristol has now been closed, and although its operations have allegedly been moved to Palo Alto (USA), most of its leading scientists work in other research institutions, notably in Europe and Japan. The Chinese telecom giant Huawei has very recently established in Munich (Germany) a research centre named Quantum Communication and Computation Laboratory, under the management of Huawei Technologies Düsseldorf GmbH.

From the analysis of patents, it is evident that there is also a substantial activity by firms which play in fields not immediately associated with QKD, but that are obviously interested in data security. In this regard, the issue of infrastructure protection figures prominently, especially with Chinese players like China Electric Power and China State Grid Corporation, but also with US players like e.g. General Electrics and the governmental Los Alamos Laboratories, as well as start-ups like GridCom Technologies (now named Qubitekk), which in August 2014 received USD 3 million from the US Department of Energy to ‘Help Protect Nation’s Power Grid From Cyber Attack’ by using QKD. A chapter entirely devoted to QKD has been included also in the IEEE document ‘IEEE vision for smart grid communications: 2030 and beyond’ (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Company/Institution</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>MAGIQ TECHNOLOGIES</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>ANHUI ASKY QUANT.</td>
<td>Startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>ANHUI QUANT. COM.</td>
<td>Startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>TOSHIBA</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MY</td>
<td>MY</td>
<td>MIMOS BERHAD</td>
<td>R&amp;D Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>UNIV SOUTH CHINA</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>QINETIQ</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>RAYTHEON BBN TECH.</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>MITSUBISHI</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>SK TELECOM</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>STATE GRID CORP</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>BRITISH TELECOMM</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>USTC UNIV SCIENCE</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>UNIV SHANGHAI</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>UNIV TSINGHUA</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>NTT</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>UNIV BEIJING</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>KOREA ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>THALES</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>ANHUI LIANGZI COM.</td>
<td>Startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>LOS ALAMOS NAT SEC.</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>UNIV PLA</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>VERIZON</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>ID QUANTIQUE</td>
<td>Startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>NOKIA</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>SELEX</td>
<td>Defence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Main players, listed by number of patent applications.
3.2. Industry players

We provide in this section a list of industrial actors which are actively working on quantum communications. We focus on private corporations that have acquired a specific know-how in the field, e.g. by developing systems or deploying them in the field. University and public-funded research is not included, unless in the case of applied research clearly focused towards real-world applications. Firms that work in the development of quantum devices are also left out, except in some specific cases where quantum cryptography seems to have been a major driver for their activity, and the devices have tested in QKD field deployments. To our knowledge, a complete mapping of the industrial players, including suppliers, potential users, and a value-chain analysis, is currently missing. Some additional information on industrial drivers and inhibitors can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of Thomas Langer [Langer 2013].

- **NTT (JP), Telecom**
  Field tests of quantum communications, development of QKD devices and systems
  [https://is.ntt-it.co.jp/search/client.cgi?nc=1&pnum=10&in=E&out=E&tp=tp&num=10&by=D0&cd=A&syn=1&cw=1&uid=ddd27e654f9f957dbc9d68e3f0b81087&key=qkd&from=11](https://is.ntt-it.co.jp/search/client.cgi?nc=1&pnum=10&in=E&out=E&tp=tp&num=10&by=D0&cd=A&syn=1&cw=1&uid=ddd27e654f9f957dbc9d68e3f0b81087&key=qkd&from=11)

- **NEC (JP), Electronics/Telecom/Healthcare/Automotive/etc.**
  Devices for quantum communications, field tests of systems

- **Mitsubishi (JP), Electric/Electronics/etc.**
  QKD test fields, in particular for mobile phones

- **Fujitsu (JP), IT/Electric/Electronics/Telecom/etc.**
  Single-photon emitters for quantum communications, field tests

- **NICT (JP) — National Institute of Information and Communications Technology**
  Development of system and devices, field deployments, space-based QKD
  [https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/content/-/article/socrates](https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/content/-/article/socrates)

- **OKI (JP), Telecom/Mechatronics**
  Entangled Photon Source for Cryptography (ATM)
  [https://www.oki.com/en/press/2012/02/z11104e.html](https://www.oki.com/en/press/2012/02/z11104e.html)

- **Toshiba (JP), Electric/electronic/life science**
  Development of systems and devices; Field deployments, both in Japan and in UK
- **Qasky** (China), Quantum Communications
  Commercial QKD systems
  http://www.qasky.com/EN

- **QuantumCTek** (China), Quantum Communications
  Commercial QKD systems
  Main provider of the hardware for the Chinese quantum backbone
  http://www.quantum-info.com/English/

- **ROI Optoelectronics Technology** (China), Vendor of optoelectronic instruments
  Was invited to a tender for quantum communication hardware for the national backbone
  http://www.roiop.com (only in Chinese)

- **IDQ-Jiuzhou Quantum Technologies** (China), Quantum Communications
  Joint Venture Company formed in China between ID Quantique and Jiuzhou Quantum Technologies to serve the Chinese market in the field of QKD and QRNG.
  http://idq-qtec.com

- **Huawei** (China), Telecom/electronic/IT/etc.
  Newly established Quantum Communications research centre Germany; some staff were formerly at AIT (Austrian Institute of Technology)
  https://docbox.etsi.org/Workshop/2016/201609_QUANTUMSAFECRYPTO/TECHNICAL_TRACK/Huawei_PEEV.pdf

- **Alibaba** (China), Internet services
  It collaborates with the Chinese Academy of Sciences on research and development of practical applications of quantum cryptography for secure data transmission, to improve the reliability of the Alibaba Group’s cloud services.

- **ZTE** (China), Telecom
  Quantum encryption for Optical Transport Network (OTN), not yet commercially available

- **South Korea Telecom** (SK), Telecom
  Deployment of SK QKD backbone;
  https://www.facebook.com/skquantum
  SK Telecom has also invested in ID Quantique:
  SK telecom works on QKD and quantum safe systems with Nokia and Deutsche Telekom:

- **Samsung** (SK), Telecom/Electronics/Electric/etc.
  http://www.ipnomics.net/?p=17209
• **KIST** — Korea Institute of Science and Technology, (SK)
  Quantum cryptography systems and devices
  https://eng.kist.re.kr/kist_eng/?sub_num=1616; https://eng.kist.re.kr/kist_eng/?sub_num=580

• **Korea Telecom** (SK), Telecom
  In 2014, the KT Institute of Convergence Technology, the Korea Telecom branch that conducts research on future technologies, started probing quantum key distribution technology, spurring speculation that KT would compete with SK Telecom in this area.

• **Senetas** (Australia), Communication security
  Commercial encryptors supporting QKD, field-tested
  http://www.prweb.com/releases/2010/10/prweb4670214.htm

• **QuintessenceLab** (Australia), Quantum communication start-up
  Encryption solutions and QKD systems
  https://www.quintessencelabs.com

• **QinetiQ** (UK), Defence/Security
  https://www.qinetiq.com

• **British Telecom** (UK), Telecom
  Field test of QKD, with Toshiba and ADVA (provider of optical networking solutions)
  BT is stepping up its efforts in the quantum domain
  Also research on QKD in software-defined networks (with Telefónica and Huawei)
  … and a proposal for space-based QKD for infrastructure protection
  https://artes.esa.int/sites/default/files/32%-20%-20Wakeling%20BT%20Group.pdf

• **KPN** (NL), Telecom
  Field deployment of QKD systems. Member of the High Level Steering Committee of the Quantum Technologies Flagship.

• **Cryptographiq Limited** (UK), Spinoff of Leeds University
  Is working with Airbus Defence and Space and L3-TRL on quantum-based cryptography
  http://www.physics.leeds.ac.uk/index.php?id=263&uid=1207

• **Thales** (FR), Defence
  Participated in the SECOQC project, but seems to be no longer active in QKD. Presently working on quantum devices, and quantum-safe cryptography. Participated in the High Level Steering Committee of the European Commission Flagship in Quantum Technologies.
- **SmartQuantum** (FR), Start-up
  QKD systems. Not any more operational

- **SeQureNet** (FR), Start-up
  CV-QKD system Cygnus. Not anymore operational
  [https://www.photoniques.com/vitrine-de-l-innovation-2013/1768](https://www.photoniques.com/vitrine-de-l-innovation-2013/1768)

- **Safran** (FR), Defence
  Funding a chair on 'ultimate photonics', for quantum cryptography in integrated photonics
  [https://www.safran-group.com/media/20150318_chair-ultimate-photonics-safran](https://www.safran-group.com/media/20150318_chair-ultimate-photonics-safran)

- **Swisscomm** (CH), telecom
  QKD field trials, fibre link Geneva-Neuchâtel (2008)

- **ID Quantique** (CH), SME
  They sell commercial QKD systems and quantum-safe cryptography; Member of the High Level Steering Committee of the Quantum Technologies Flagship.
  [http://www.idquantique.com](http://www.idquantique.com)

- **GÉANT** (EU), e-infrastructure for research and education
  At the TNC17 Networking Conference GÉANT presented a paper that describes ‘the results of an investigation into the feasibility of using the existing network infrastructure to distribute quantum keys’. The work was done in collaboration with Toshiba, and sets out ‘an experimental roadmap towards a field trial’, discussing ‘how the next generation of technology will help solve the challenge of implementing quantum key distribution (QKD) on long-haul GÉANT fiber routes’.
  [https://tnc17.geant.org/core/presentation/24](https://tnc17.geant.org/core/presentation/24)
  In an earlier publication, GÉANT discussed the applications that could be spurred by the opening up of the optical transport infrastructure, considering also QKD.
  [https://sqt.ait.ac.at/software/projects/qkd](https://sqt.ait.ac.at/software/projects/qkd)

- **Siemens** (DE), Electronic/Electric/IT/etc.

- **AIT** Austrian Institute of Technology (Austria)
  Quantum key distribution system made available as prototype for research and teaching; development of software for QKD data processing

- **Telefónica** (ES), Telecom
  Participated in the SECOQC project, and deployed a QKD network in Madrid. Presently active on the use of QKD in software-defined networks.
  [https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-3-642-11731-2_18.pdf](https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-3-642-11731-2_18.pdf)
- **Nokia (FI), Telecom/Electronics**
  Participated in the SECOQC project, now working on QKD for mobile phones. Collaborating with SK Telecom and with the UK Quantum Communications hub.
  https://www.osapublishing.org/DirectPDFAccess/3E0F3B1-C6F2-3619-10F9CE84B7C3D480_361628/oe-25-6-6784.pdf?da=1&id=361628&seq=0&mobile=no

- **Selex Galileo**, now Leonardo Finmeccanica (IT), Defence
  Development of QKD prototypes, and funding research contracts.
  http://www.nanoitaly.it/nanoitaly/it/home-ita/11-curriculum-ita/310-fabio-antonio-bovino
  http://informaticapertutti.net/la-crittografia-quantistica-corre-sulla-fibra-ottica

- **MagiQ (USA), Defence/Security**
  Developed QKD systems (Navajo, Q-Box, and QPN-8505) in 2003-2006, now not any more active.
  http://www.magiqtech.com
  http://seqre.net/seqre2014/qkd.php (tested the system)

- **BBN Raytheon (USA), Defence**
  Research on QKD distance/speed limits and on quantum repeaters. Now collaborating with Quintessence Lab on QKD networks.
  http://www.raytheon.com/capabilities/products/quantum

- **Applied Communication Sciences (USA), Defence/Security**
  Now at Vencore Labs, formerly Telcordia and Bell Labs
  QKD over reconfigurable fiber networks, scalable quantum networks

- **Batelle (USA), Research services in Defence/Security/Energy/Environment/Health/etc.**
  With ID Quantique, installed in 2013 a QKD link between Columbus and Dublin (Ohio); plans to extend it to connect Washington, DC, for a total span of 700 km.
  https://www.battelle.org/case-studies/case-study-detail/quantum-key-distribution

- **Alcatel-Lucent**, formerly Bell Labs (USA), now part of Nokia, Telecom/Electronic/IT/etc.
  Used to work on MEMS subsystem for high-capacity QKD networks and to develop systems compatible with metro-scale all optical data networks, but seems to be not any more active.

- **Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA) Security**
  DI-QKD systems & protocols for ship-to-ship communications. For the Department of Energy project Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems (CEDS), it developed ‘Practical Quantum Security for Grid Automation’, working with ID Quantique and General Electrics

- **NIST — National Institute for Standard and Technology (USA)**
  Development of QKD systems
  https://www.nist.gov/publications/high-speed-quantum-key-distribution-over-optical-fiber-network-system
  https://www.nist.gov/people/alan-mink
  Quantum physics for metrology, but also quantum information
  https://www.nist.gov/topics/quantum-information-science
  Running project on post-quantum cryptography
  http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/post-quantum-crypto
• **Darpa**, Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (USA)
  Throughout the 5-year Quantum Information Science and Technology (QuiST) programme, Darpa funded the first quantum key distribution network. It provided encryption to a fibre-optic loop connecting Harvard University, Boston University, and the office of BBN Technologies in Cambridge (Mass.), and was completed in 2007. Seems currently to be no longer active in QKD.

• **Los Alamos National Laboratory** (USA), Security
  Development of fibre-based and free-air QKD systems
  QKD for infrastructure protection
  Some of the LANL technology was licensed by the provider of security solutions Whitewood Encryption Systems

• **Sandia National Laboratories**
  Sandia enabled communications and authentication network using quantum key distribution (SECANT QKD) aims to construct chip-scale, handheld quantum transceivers to be used in networks of mobile trusted nodes, and that can implement discrete variable, continuous variable, free-space, and fibre-based QKD. It also aims to demonstrate a hybrid QKD network with chip-scale transceiver nodes.
  [http://www.sandia.gov/research/laboratory_directed_research/secant](http://www.sandia.gov/research/laboratory_directed_research/secant)

• **Hewlett-Packard** (USA), Electronic/Electric/IT/etc.
  Had in Bristol a Quantum Information Processing Research centre, now closed. Quantum activities in Palo Alto (California), but apparently not working any more on QKD. Participated in the SECOQC project, patented quantum repeaters. Tim Spiller is now with York University (UK) and leads the communications hub of the UK national programme, Bill Munro is with NTT (JP), Radu Ioniciou with Horia Hulubei National Institute (Romania)

• **Nucrypt** (USA), Quantum Optics instruments
  Received SBIR/STTR money for development of QKD devices, protocols, and systems
  [http://www.nucrypt.net](http://www.nucrypt.net)
  [https://www.sbir.gov/sbc/nucrypt-llc](https://www.sbir.gov/sbc/nucrypt-llc)

• **Qubitekk** (USA), Quantum technology start-up
  Quantum cryptography based on entanglement, especially for infrastructure protection. Funded also via the SBIR/STTR programme for the development of entanglement sources.
• **Boeing** (USA), Defence  
  Awarded a 4-year contract (2016-2021, ~ USD 3.5 million) from the USAF, in the framework of the RASTER Project (R & D for Advanced Space Superiority Technology and Engineering Requirements) for QKD research and development  
  https://govtribe.com/contract/idv/fa945116d0001

• **AT&T** (USA), Telecom  
  In May 2017 AT&T announced that its Foundry Innovation Center in Palo Alto was joining the California Institute of Technology and form the Alliance for Quantum Technologies, to address the ‘need for capacity and security in communications through future quantum networking technologies’  
  http://about.att.com/story/beyond_quantum_computing.html

### 3.3. Public programmes

In the last 20-30 years, as the era of worldwide electronic mass communications made inescapable the economic implications of cryptography, it became clear to governments worldwide that communications security is simultaneously (i) a driver of economic growth, (ii) a key factor for national security, (iii) an essential component of defence, and (iv) a crucial issue for geo-strategic prominence. The importance attached to each one of these factors depends of course on the governments’ priorities, and policy decisions impact heavily on the choices of technology developers and potential users.

Despite its shortcomings, the potential security advantages provided by QKD are such that numerous public initiatives aimed at real field deployments and infrastructural build-ups are taking place in several countries. In the last years a number of countries have taken important decision with regards to QKD, often reacting to programmes undertaken by strategic competitors. Considerations of national security are explicitly quoted in many governmental programmes, alongside the economic opportunity of spurring the development of a completely new industry, which can offset the incumbency advantages of the established providers of information and communication technologies — which are typically from the USA.

In the international playground, the most evident trend is the rise of China in the last decade: QKD deployments have been made both in local area networks and in long-haul backbones, and entanglement-based QKD on continental and intercontinental scale by means of a dedicated satellite has been demonstrated. The increasing perception of the threat to communications security constituted by developments in quantum computing has probably also played a role in the Chinese technology push in quantum communications: indeed, in the race towards a fully-fledged quantum computer the USA undoubtedly enjoy a great advantage, not only for its academic research and public-funded research but also thanks to the engagement of powerful industry players.

**China**

Quantum communications and computation is one of the top 10 scientific priorities in the 5-year research plan 2016-2021, presented by the Chinese premier Li Keqiang in a speech to open the National People’s Congress on 5 March 2016 [McLaughlin 2016]. A comprehensive public programme for the deployment of a QKD infrastructure is being pursued, and now comprises a ~ 2 000 km Beijing–Shanghai quantum backbone, several metropolitan networks, a ~ 50 km free air link, and a quantum satellite for intercontinental communications [Qiu 2014], [Chen Nov 2014], [Xiang 2015], [Lixin 2016], [Qiang Zhang 2016].
The first field deployment was a four-user system built in the commercial fibre network of China Netcom Company in Beijing (March 2007). The quantum communications network in Hefei [Wang 2014] was completed in 2012, linking 40 telephones and 16 video cameras installed at city government agencies, military units, financial institutions and health care offices, at the cost of 60 million yuan (USD 9 million) for the Hefei government. A similar civilian network which connects some 90 users in Jinan was completed in 2014. Some spans of the Beijing–Shanghai backbone are now operational [Courtland 2016]: though the government has not revealed its budget, some Chinese scientists told state media that the construction cost would be 100 million yuan (USD 15 million) for every 10 000 users, while other sources estimate a total cost of USD 100 million. In the ETSI/IQC quantum-safe workshop recently held in London (13-15 September 2017) a presentation outlining the latest Chinese developments and policy decisions regarding quantum communications was delivered by a representative of the IDQ-QTEC joint venture, and is available in [IDQ QCTEC 2017].

In parallel with these deployments, an indigenous QKD industry has risen, as evidenced also by our patent analysis. A quantum satellite (named ‘Micius’) was launched in August 2016 [Gibney 2016], and operational tests are now underway: it is estimated to be ‘a USD 100 million mission’, but no official figures have been disclosed and rumours say the actual cost can be much higher. In June 2017, entangled photons generated in the satellite orbiting at 500 km at 8 km/s were distributed to pairs of ground stations ~ 1 200 km apart [Yin 2017], [China satellite 2017]. This result was reported by The Economist in the 2 September (2017) issue, in an article subtitled ‘The world’s first quantum-cryptographic satellite network will be Chinese’ [The Economist China 2017].

The Chinese Academy of Science announced on 30 September 2017, that ‘a 2 000-km quantum communication line opened on Friday between Beijing and Shanghai’, that ‘the line is connected with the world’s first quantum satellite, which was launched by China in August last year, through a station in Beijing’, and that ‘Bai Chunli, president of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, talked with staff in Hefei, Jinan, Shanghai and Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, through the line. He also had a video call with Austrian quantum physicist Anton Zeilinger (in Vienna), through the satellite’ [CAS Sept. 2017].

Having established its position in quantum communications, China is now investing in a 10 billion dollar research facility for quantum technologies, apparently geared mainly towards military applications of quantum computation and sensing. The press reported that the ‘key mission of the laboratory is to build the nation’s first quantum computer that could break an encrypted message in seconds’ [South China MP 2017].

Japan

In Japan several industrial and public partners have jointly developed an extensive quantum network in Tokyo, which was inaugurated in October 2010 [Sasaki 2011]. The network operations include video transmission, eavesdropping detection, and rerouting to secondary secure links; the Japanese teams participating in the project belong to NICT (National Institute of Information and Communications Technology) and private companies such as NEC, Mitsubishi Electric, and NTT.

Several European teams participate in the project, notably from Toshiba Research Europe, ID Quantique, the Austrian Institute of Technology, the Austrian Institute of Quantum Optics and Quantum Information, and the University of Vienna [UQCC Project website]. Applications that have by now been implemented include one-time-pad smartphones and the transmission of genetic data, as can be seen from the presentations given by A. Shields and M. Sasaki at the UQCC 2015 conference [UQCC 2015]. The NICT is working also on space-based QKD, developing an optical transponder for satellites and equipping telescope ground stations [Toyoshima 2015].
South Korea

On 12 December 2016, a so-called ‘special law on Quantum Industry’ was proposed at a seminar on Quantum Technologies held at National Assembly. The bill aims at the development of quantum information communication technology and the promotion of their industrialisation. In particular, it states that ‘The South Korean Government realised the importance of quantum industries such as quantum information communication and put out a variety of policies such as the designation of quantum industry among one of the 10 promising technologies in the future, the establishment of a K-ICT strategy, and the development of medium and long-term strategies for quantum information communication’ [South Korea Law 2016].

Several metropolitan quantum networks already exist in South Korea, and the government is funding the development of a ~250 km quantum backbone to connect them [Kim 2016], [Walenta 2016]. The main players are the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI) and SK Telecom, which has a longstanding collaboration with Nokia. To promote interoperability, SK Telecom and Deutsche Telekom launched a group called the ‘Quantum Alliance’ at the Mobile World Congress 2017 in Barcelona [Williams 2017].

Malaysia

Mimos Berhad, the National Research Centre in ICT, has an information security division aimed at ‘developing Malaysia’s home-grown technology in cyber security to bolster self-reliance in order to maintain its e-sovereignty’ [Mimos Berhad website]. Commercialisation of developed technologies is seen as an integral part of Mimos mission, and several QKD patents have been awarded to its researchers. In 2011 they engineered the construction of a five nodes quantum cryptography network, which remained operational for 3 years, and was terminated in 2014 after the project accomplished its objectives [Mohamed Ridza Wahiddin 2017]. A Malaysian Quantum Information Era Strategic Hub started operating in 2017 [myquantum website], co-funded by a governmental cybersecurity agency.

Singapore

Quantum cryptography figures prominently in the scientific activities of the Centre for Quantum Technology (CQT), which was established in 2007 by the National Research Foundation (NRF) and the Ministry of National Education, and is hosted by the National University of Singapore (NUS). CQT has been particularly effective in recruiting researchers from around the world, including Europe.

In October 2016 a funding initiative of USD 42.8 million (over 5 years) was announced by the Singapore Deputy Prime Minister and Coordinating Minister for National Security, aimed at establishing a Cyber Security Research and Development Laboratory with the mission to detect and respond to security attacks and to come up with new approaches to IT systems that are ‘secure by design’. In particular, staff from Asia’s leading communications group Singtel will be working with researchers from the CQT to develop QKD for Singtel’s fibre network [CQT 2016]. In the framework of the SPEQS (Small Photon-Entangling Quantum System) project, a nanosatellite hosting an entanglement source has been launched and tested, and a system of ground stations to track it is being developed [The SpooQy Lab website], [CQY 2014].

Australia

The government is implementing a Government Quantum Network for intra-governmental communications in Canberra. Leading the technical effort is the ‘Centre for Quantum Computation and Communication Technologies’ (CQC2T), which is a centre of
The CQC2T states that ‘the main goal of this programme is to demonstrate Quantum Cryptography in the Australian Parliamentary Triangle. In close partnership with QuintessenceLabs, University of Queensland and Lockheed Martin Australia, we will implement the Government Quantum Network (GQN). This is an initiative of multiple governmental agencies to provide the highest level of information security for intragovernmental communications in Canberra.’

A ‘Space-based quantum communications funding’ has been announced by the Minister for Higher Education, Training and Research in November 2016, to demonstrate the technology for an Australian quantum ground station to support secure space communication links [ANU space]. In a recent interview (3 February 2017) the vice-president of the Australian QKD firm Quintessence Lab declared that its products are deployed at the ‘Australian bank Westpac, and the global data centres of a leading cloud storage provider’, adding that ‘pilot projects are also underway with a number of defence prime contractors and government agencies’ [Extance 2017].

South Africa

A quantum communication security solution has been deployed starting from 2008 in Durban’s municipal fibre-optic network [University KwaZulu-Natal website]. From the project website we learn that ‘Physicists at the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Centre for Quantum Technology are all set to install a quantum communication security solution over the eThekwini Municipality fibre-optic network infrastructure propelling the City of Durban to become the world’s first Quantum City. Based on the eThekwini SmartCity initiative, the QuantumCity project aims to provide the City with the capabilities to offer quantum security solutions to users of their recently installed fibre-optic network.’ According to a conversation we had in 2016 with Professor Francesco Petruccione (University of KwaZulu-Natal) who oversaw the project, the network has now been dismantled.

Russia

A national research centre in quantum technologies was established in 2010, and safe data transmission networks are quoted among the potential results of its activity [RQC website]. Real field demonstrations of quantum communications have been made, in particular for the banking sector. The developers point out that ‘to become certificated in Russia, the device should be produced in Russia’, and their stated aim is to build a quantum key distribution industrial product in 2017 [kurochkin 2016]. A cooperation agreement with the telecom provider T8 has been signed, as well as an agreement with PricewaterhouseCoopers to develop and commercialise quantum information security systems [t8 press 2016], [pwc press 2017]. Export markets are also being investigated [The Hindu 2016]. Additionally, we point out that researchers from the Russian Quantum Center published in 2017 a paper describing the experimental realisation of a quantum-safe blockchain platform that utilises quantum key distribution across an urban fibre network [Quantum blockchain].

USA

An overview of the US policies on Quantum Technologies can be found in a report issued by the Executive Office of the President in July 2016, and entitled ‘Advancing quantum information sciences: national challenges and opportunities’ [White House 2016]. In it we read that ‘Federal agencies have supported research in QIS (Quantum Information Sciences) and related areas since the field emerged over 20 years ago. This support has played a significant part in enabling US scientists to establish their present leading roles in the field. Federally funded basic and applied research in QIS is currently of the order
of USD 200 million a year'. The main funding agencies quoted by the report are the Department of Defence, the Department of Energy, IARPA, DARPA, NIST, and the National Science Foundation.

On June 22, 2017, a ‘Call for a National Quantum Initiative’ has been published by the National Photonics Initiative, a body formed by experts from industry, academia and government which assembles ‘recommendations that will help guide US funding and investment’. It calls for an investment of USD 500 million over 5 years to set up a limited number of Quantum Innovations Labs, which ‘will accelerate the development of commercially available quantum-based technologies to facilitate growth in the US economy and keep pace with accelerating international competition’. Quantum Communication is one of the three activity areas which have been identified, together with computation and sensing [NQI USA 2017].

On 24 October 2017, the US Congress Committee on Science, Space, and Technology hosted a hearing on ‘American Leadership in Quantum Technology’, with high-level testimonies by NIST, NSF, DOE, academy and industry [US Congress 2017]. Widely recognised was the transformative potential of this technology, and the necessity for a public action to maintain the US edge. In particular, from the DOE testimony we read that ‘DOE and other US Government (USG) agencies believe that QIS will continue to grow in importance in the coming decade and are planning appropriate investments accordingly’. The call for a National Quantum Initiative assembled by the National Photonic Initiative was also presented at the hearing.

With regards to quantum communications, we mention that the perceived threat represented by Chinese activism has been evidenced by the testimony presented on 16 March 2017 to the US–China Economic and Security Review Commission and entitled ‘Chinese Efforts in Quantum Information Science: Drivers, Milestones, and Strategic Implications’ [Costello 2017], [Costello 2017 testimony]. In it we read ‘The US remains at the forefront of quantum information science, but its lead has slipped considerably as other nations, China in particular, have allocated extensive funding to basic and applied research. Consequently, Chinese advances in quantum information science have the potential to surpass the United States.’ The situation is considered to be particularly worrying in the field of quantum communications: we read indeed that ‘The United States was once the leader in quantum information science, but the lack of funding, structural and institutional issues, and lack of government coordination have reduced both the levels and consistency of support that are necessary to maintain capacity in this critical research area. The resulting void has caused the locus of research in certain quantum information science areas — most notably quantum cryptography — to shift to other countries where funding and support for basic research are more reliable.’

We recall that the first fibre-based QKD network worldwide was funded by DARPA, as part of the Quantum Information Science and Technology (QuIST) programme: it started operating in June 2004, securing a fibre-optic loop connecting facilities at Harvard University, Boston University, and the office of BBN Technologies in Cambridge, Mass, for a total of six nodes [Elliott 2005]. An extensive (~ 400 km) quantum network has been deployed by a private company, Batelle, in central Ohio [Hayford 2014]. DARPA is presently funding programme ‘Quiness’, aimed at investigating novel technologies capable of high-rate and long-distance quantum communications.

The Department of Commerce NIST has developed QKD systems and devices, implementing a secure QKD video surveillance application [NIST ITL website]; in 2013 NIST and NTIA (National Telecommunications and Information Administration) announced a plan to establish a new centre for advanced communications, whose programmes include quantum-based applications [NTIA press 2013].

The Department of Energy with Los Alamos Labs focused on the use of QKD for infrastructure protection, emphasising cost reduction to enrich the network topology and including authentication alongside encryption [Hughes 2013]. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory has a quantum information science group, which is working on device-
independent CV-QKD applied to energy grid security. Sandia National Laboratories are conducting projects on chip-scale quantum communication devices.

In 2012 NASA hosted a conference on quantum technologies [NASA Quantum 2012] in which it proposed a mixed terrestrial–satellite network to be deployed in California [Williams 2012], and closely follows Chinese activities in this field [Nasa 2016]. QKD technologies, both for space-based communications and for infrastructure protection, have been funded also via the SBIR-STTR programme, specifically aimed at SME.

Canada
A survey overview of Canada’s quantum ecosystem has been published in March 2017, and a set of recommendations for a national quantum strategy will be released in autumn 2017 [NRC quantum 2017]. In particular the Ontario regional government has a well-established programme aiming at the commercialisation of quantum technologies, in collaboration with private investors such as the Lazaridis and Fregin’s Quantum Valley Investments fund [The Guardian 2016], [PI press 2016]. The Institute for Quantum Computing at the University of Waterloo is a world leader in applied QKD, and it has a particular expertise in quantum hacking and satellite-based QKD. A government funding for the deployment of a quantum satellite has been announced in April 2017 [Gov Canada 2017].

Europe
Following the presentation of a Quantum Manifesto in May 2016 [Quantum Manifesto] calling for an European-wide initiative to develop European capabilities in quantum technologies, a flagship programme is now being prepared by the European Commission’s DG for Communications Networks, Content and Technology[Quantum Europe]. A workshop has been held in Malta in February 2017, where recommendations for a strategic research agenda were presented and some national initiatives outlined, as evidenced by the presentations that can be downloaded using the following list of links:

- Prof. Serge Haroche: Why Quantum Technologies?
- Prof. Jürgen Mlynek: Quantum Technology: preparing the new European Flagship
- Prof. Massimo Inguscio: Quantum Technologies in Italy
- Prof. Paul Indelicato: French national initiatives and their complementarity with the FET-Flagship
- Dr Herbert Zeisel: German national Initiative and the EU Flagship
- Barbara Weitgruber: National Quantum Technology Initiatives: Austria
- Sir Peter Knight: UK National Quantum Technology Programme
- Prof. Peter Domokos: National quantum technology programme of Hungary

The latest developments at the EU level, as per October 2017, are here summarised:

- The final Report by the Quantum Flagship High Level Steering Committee has been completed, and will be handed over to the European Commission on 6 November 2017 in Brussels, see https://tinyurl.com/qt-hlsc-report
A Call for Proposals for an Innovation Action under the satellite communication technologies topic SPACE-15-TEC-2018 which mention ‘adapting to quantum technologies’ for secure and robust satellite communications was published on October 27, 2017


A more specific Call for Proposals for an Innovation Action for the deployment of a QKD testbed will be published under the cybersecurity section of the ICT Leadership in Industrial Technology (LEIT) part of the H2020 programme, see:


The QuantERA Cofund Initiative in quantum technologies has also published its 2017 calls, see https://www.quantera.eu

We now briefly summarise the main national programmes which are being carried on in Europe in the specific field of quantum communications, restricting ourselves to those aimed at fostering real-world applications and market uptake.

UK
In 2015 the UK government announced a GBP 270 million investment on quantum technologies over 5 years [UK quantum 2015]. A quantum communications hub [UK QuantumComm Hub] has been set up, comprising universities, industries, and public sector bodies, with the aim to ‘deliver quantum encryption systems that will in turn enable secure transactions and transmissions of data across a range of users in real-world applications: from government agencies and industrial set-ups to commercial establishments and the wider public.’ A detailed work plan has been presented, articulated in four work packages (respectively devoted to short-range consumer QKD, chip-scale QKD, quantum networks, and next-generation quantum communications), including the construction of a quantum backbone connecting Bristol with Cambridge [Thompson 2015].

Netherlands
The national programme on quantum technologies seems to be focused on computing, and the main engineering effort is being carried on by QuTech [QuTech website], with partners such as Microsoft and Intel. Quantum communications are however also contemplated, and a quantum network will be established between Amsterdam, Delft, Leiden and The Hague, as a first step towards a future ‘Quantum Internet’ [QuTech comm], [CWI news 2017].

Belgium
The Brussels Institute for Research and Innovation funded in 2007-2013 a project which aimed at ‘the design of an integrated practical toolbox of cryptographic and security primitives based on the promising results obtained over the last decade in the area of quantum information, in particular in quantum cryptography’ [VUB cryptasc website]. In a final white paper entitled ‘Cryptographie Quantique’ a section on the ‘Potentiel des techniques QKD dans la Region Bruxelles Capitale’ is included, suggesting in particular applications in e-Health, e-Government, and e-Banking.
Denmark

A national Quantum Innovation Centre was set up in May 2016, with the mission to ‘exploit the very strong Danish research positions within quantum technology for value creation by commercialisation of strongholds in Danish quantum technology’ [QUbiz website]. Within this framework, it is planned to ‘implement a field test prototype of quantum key distribution for secure communication in the Copenhagen area, integrated into existing security infrastructure.’

Poland

The ‘Quantum Information Centre in Gdańsk’ (KCIK) was established in 2007, to create an ‘integrated basis for interdisciplinary research in fields of quantum information processing and foundations of physics’. Supported by the University of Gdańsk, research grants of Foundation for Polish Science, National Centre of Science, Ministry of Science and Higher Education and framework programme of European Union [KCIK website], it is in particular active in the field of device independent QKD. The ‘National Laboratory of Quantum Technologies’ was created in 2008, and it is funded by the National Centre for Research and Development upon the Innovative Economy Operational Programme co-financed by the European Union: it helped establishing a QKD network in Wroclaw [NLQT website], [Seqre website]. Also the Military university of Technology in Warsaw is active in the field of quantum cryptography.

Switzerland

Switzerland was the first country to use QKD to secure the transmission of ballot results in 2007, and a quantum network has been extensively tested around Geneva [Swissquantum paper]. The Swiss National Science Foundation is funding a National Centre of Competence in Research devoted to Quantum Science and Technology, and one of its aim is to promote applications of quantum cryptography [NCCR qsit]. A feasibility study financed by the Swiss space office to explore satellite-based long range QKD is currently under way [Huttner 2017].

Finland

In June 217 the Academy of Finland announced it will be opening the Finnish Centre of Excellence in Quantum Technology, expecting its research ‘to have impact beyond academia as well’. Partners will be Aalto University, University of Turku and VTT Technical Research Centre [Academy Finland 2017]. Aalto University, which already hosts a Centre for Quantum Engineering with expertise in quantum communications, will be tasked with the construction of a quantum computer, and has received an additional ~ EUR 1 million from two private foundations [Aalto QC 2017]. In 2016 the Finnish Scientific Advisory Board for Defence commissioned a study on the use of commercial QKD equipment for ‘extra high security requirements’ [Finnish defence].

Sweden

In November 2017 Chalmers University of Technology announced a SEK 1 billion (EUR 100 million) initiative on Quantum Technologies, backed by SEK 600 million from the Wallenberg Foundation. It will start from January 2018 and have a 10-year time span [Chalmers 2017]. The research programme, published by the Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technologies, puts the development of a quantum computer based on superconducting circuits at the core of the initiative. The quantum communications part will concentrate on the development of quantum repeaters, single-photon sources, and quantum memories; the main players will be the Royal Institute of Technology KTH and Stockholm University [Wallenberg CQT 2017].
Germany
The Leopoldina National Academy of Science published in 2015 a national recommendation entitled ‘Quantum Technology: from research to application’ [Leopoldina 2015] highlighting the potential for communication security. A national programme named QUTEGA and estimated to involve EUR 300 million in 10 years is now in preparation [QUTega website], and in its framework a call for tenders on quantum communication will take place. The final goal is ‘the development of highly secure communications links in which every attack can be recognised, and the encryption systems of which cannot be broken even with high-power quantum computers.’ The Alliance for Quantum Innovation Programme, funded by the Ministry of Baden-Württemberg and started in fall 2016, has a programme line directed at integrated quantum devices engineering [IQST website].

France
Traditionally, the national research funding agency ANR funds quantum communications research projects within a generic yearly call concerning all fields, and according to scientists in the field the success rates are pretty low. However in October 2017 the ANR has started a specific call on Quantum Technologies, with a budget of EUR 10 million per year, for 3 years [Eleni Diamanti, private communications].

There are also specific initiatives at the regional level. The Ile-de-France region is financing a network on quantum technologies (SIRTEQ, funded with EUR 2.5 million per year, for 4 years), that includes a quantum communications axis [Sirteq website]. The Grenoble region has also started a Quantum Engineering programme [Grenoble quantum website]. Contacts are underway for collaborations in specific quantum communications projects with industrial partners (such as Nokia Bell Labs and Thales Alenia Space) and with the national defence agency DGA.

Italy
A national quantum backbone is currently being developed by the national metrological institute (INRIM) that will provide QKD, alongside time stamping for financial applications and frequency/time distribution to scientific institutions which have already been implemented [Calonico 2016].

The Ministry of Defence started funding research on practical uses of QKD more than 10 years ago [Bovino 2005], and is still active on the issue (QUCRYPNET project), having both universities and defence contractors working on it [Ministero Difesa 2016], [Bovino 2016]. Researchers at University of Padova and the Italian Space Agency have pioneered demonstrations of QKD using satellites with corner-cube reflectors [Vallone 2015].

Spain
In 2002, the Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO) was founded [ICFO website], financed by the Spanish and Catalanian governments. It comprises a technology transfer unit in charge of maximising business opportunities arising from research. Research on quantum cryptography at ICFO is financed also by NATO and by the AXA Research Fund.

The Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid is financing project Quitemad (Quantum Information Technologies in Madrid), which ‘includes experimental proposals and collaborations with leading international laboratories, multinational companies and even SMEs that are associated to the project for its experimental and industrial realisation’ [Quitemad website].
The communication provider Telefónica established a QKD pilot in Madrid, in collaboration with a team from the Universidad Politécnica [QKD Madrid website]. A poll on the community of quantum technologies in Spain has been published in 2017 by RICE, a network of researchers: it evidences a low average funding per researcher, dependence on international funding, and lack of experimental groups in key areas, such as quantum communications [RICE 2017].

Austria

The first real-world application of a QKD link took place in Vienna in 2004 [Knight 2004], and a working quantum key distribution network was demonstrated in the framework of the SECOQC international conference, prompting the creation of the ETSI Industry Specification Group on QKD [Secoqc website]. The Austrian Institute of Technology developed an entanglement-based system and in 2012-2015 worked to deploy QKD on real communication networks in the framework of a project funded by the Austrian FFG-Programme FIT-IT [AIT website], [QKD telco]. Vienna’s researchers led the experiment that yielded the world record for free-space entanglement-based quantum communications, and are now working with the Chinese academy of science on satellite source of entangled photons [Iqoqi website]: according to a press release issued in coincidence with a visit by the Austrian Minister for Science and Research and the Vice-President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, ‘the Vienna Quantum Space Test Link, contractually agreed upon in 2011, is an outstanding example of the successful and long-term cooperation between the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Austrian Academy of Sciences’ [Wien university press 2013].
4. Policy issues

In this chapter we analyse the policy issues linked to the emergence of the cryptographic tools enabled by quantum communications.

We start in section 4.1 by reviewing what is considered its main technological driver. As the development of a quantum computer large enough to run the already available crypto-analytical algorithms is increasingly seen as likely on a medium-term time scale, several governments are acknowledging the threat and starting to take counter-measures. Quantum cryptography is based on physical principles, and therefore it is immune from attacks made possible by advances and even paradigmatic shifts in computation: it can therefore contribute to ‘quantum-safe’ communications. However, due to its novelty, drawbacks, and unknowns, it is encountering a certain resistance by the established community of communication security practitioners. Nevertheless, as we have seen in the previous chapter, several industries are positioning themselves to take advantage of the economic potentials that ensuring communications security in the so called ‘post-quantum’ era will entail. In this situation, the regulatory framework can represent an important factor influencing the choices of potential users. Also ensuring the right mix of technology push and market pull will be a major policy issue, as we will explain in section 4.2. In the private sector several business sectors can act as early adopters and therefore contribute momentum to the market — among them we have finance, health, and defence, see section 4.3; the public sector can also provide a powerful market pull for quantum cryptography, not only because of governmental applications (e.g. by security agencies and administrative services) but also for the protection of critical infrastructures. In section 4.4 we address another major issue, i.e. ensuring the conditions for a truly fair and free international market, in which industries compete and thrive only on the basis of technical excellence. Import restrictions are often applied to cryptographic products, both out of security concern for certain sensitive applications and because at least to a certain degree every government will be trying to breed a national industry, driven by a mix of economic, security, and geostrategic reasons. In addition, cryptography is classified as a double-use technology, and therefore subjected to export limitations. A last point, addressed in section 4.5, is the privacy vs security balance. Along with already available strong encryption technologies, quantum cryptography will reinforce the trend by investigative agencies of shifting from interception along the telecom line to hacking the personal communication device of a suspect. This practice is much more intrusive for privacy, and not immune from cybersecurity risks: it must be therefore strictly regulated. The core of the policy question here shifts from economic issues to the fundamental question of maintaining the correct balance between privacy and security in the presence of new technologies that represent an especially strong disruption.

4.1. The threat of quantum computing

In this section we analyse the impact that quantum computing is having as a technology driver for quantum cryptography. A necessary premise is that, according to publicly available information, quantum computers are not being developed specifically for crypto-analytical purposes. A technological roadmap for this particular application is therefore missing, and the only available scientific publications on this issue have a theoretical approach, which translates in a big uncertainty about the timescale over which an operational quantum computer will represent a concrete communication security threat. However, there has recently been some press cover about China funding the development of a quantum computer to ‘boost military’s code-breaking ability’ [South China MP 2017], and indeed it is well known that a sufficiently large general-purpose quantum computer would allow the running of already available crypto-analytical algorithms (e.g. the Shor algorithm) that can break the asymmetric cryptography implementations currently in use, irrespective of the key length. It is widely accepted that, although also symmetric cryptography will became more
vulnerable, for AES the use of longer keys would suffice to re-establish adequate protection against quantum attacks [Buchanan 2016].

The quest for new cryptographic mathematical algorithms that can resist quantum crypto-analysis is the object of post-quantum cryptography, and standardisation bodies like ETSI and NIST are working on the issue [ETSI 2015], [NIST 2016]. NIST has launched a call of proposal for quantum safe algorithms [NIST PQC call], and in the EU a 3-year post-quantum cryptography project has been founded by Horizon 2020 in 2015, including 11 partners from academia and industry [EU pqrypto]; a recent review on the status of the research on post-quantum cryptography can be found in [BernsteinLange 2017]. The main aim of such efforts is to devise computational problems that can be used to design a cryptographic scheme that is secure against any polynomial-time quantum adversary, therefore constructing a quantum-safe public-key cryptosystem. A further extension would be finding computational problems that a quantum computer also finds hard to solve in one direction but easy to do in reverse: such an asymmetry would be the basis of a quantum public key encryption system, to be employed in a scenario where quantum computers were widely available, both to legitimate partners and eavesdroppers. The quest for such problems has been extended also to the quantum realm, and several different possibilities have been proposed [Nikolopoulos 2008], [Kawachi 2012], [Vlachu 2016].

As we already anticipated, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the timescale over which the threat represented by quantum computation will actually materialise. On the one hand, the efforts and resources devoted to producing a working large-scale universal quantum computer are increasing year by year, and some credible and respected scientists envisage that a machine capable of executing tasks inaccessible to conventional high performance computers might be brought into existence on a time scale of 10-20 years. On the other hand, making a quantum machine large enough to represent a real threat to modern cryptographic methods may be further off. Implementation of Shor’s algorithm to break public key crypto currently in use (like e.g. 1024 bit RSA) would require a computer with ~ 2 000 logical qubits ([Proos 2004] and [Kirsch 2015]), which is two order of magnitude larger than the prototypes that have been actually developed up to now [IBM Q experience]. Extrapolating from the current rate of progress, this could take several decades [Weimer 2011], and the engineering path required to advance from the current state of the art to this level is scarcely known. On the other hand, it must be pointed out that new ways are being discovered to make better use of the available qubits. In addition, it is a shared view among researchers that quantum simulators and dedicated machines specialised in certain computational tasks will become available much earlier than a large general purpose machine. A commercial ‘quantum annealer’ employed to address specific optimisation problems is indeed already commercially available, and is finding its first applications in physics and engineering [DWave website]; several experts think that other special-purpose machines will become available in a 5-year time span. The possibility that a quantum machine large enough to perform some crypto-analytical tasks emerges well before a general-purpose quantum computer large enough for that task becomes available can’t therefore be ruled out.

A key consideration is also the lead time necessary to upgrade the global cybersecurity infrastructure against the quantum threat, as well as the time span over which transmitted data need to be kept confidential. Advocates of ‘quantum preparedness’, and of course among them commercial firms that sell quantum-safe cryptography, argue we need to start now: sensitive data that can be the object of ‘intercept now, decrypt later’ attacks and must remain secret for x years could already be compromised if y years are needed to implement quantum safe communications practices, and a concrete threat will materialise before z = x + y years [Stebila 2009]. In some areas, e.g. intelligence, defence, or health, confidentiality periods of decades are the norm. If we take a confidentiality period x = 30 years and imagine that y = 10 years are necessary to upgrade the existing infrastructure to quantum-safe grade, then sensitive information being transmitted now is already compromised if a powerful enough quantum computer will be available for eavesdropping in less than 40 years. It is evidently not possible to provide policymakers with a reliable technological foresight for such a distant future, and
on the other side scientific developments will be influenced to some extent by policy decisions.

A clear-cut approach against the threat of quantum computing has been taken by the Information Assurance Directorate of the USA National Security Agency, which in August 2015 wrote that ‘IAD will initiate a transition to quantum resistant algorithms in the not too distant future. Based on experience in deploying Suite B, we have determined to start planning and communicating early about the upcoming transition to quantum resistant algorithms. Our ultimate goal is to provide cost effective security against a potential quantum computer’ [NSA 2015].

Several EU bodies deal with sensitive information, and awareness of the threats brought forward by quantum computation is starting to emerge, as can be seen e.g. in a briefing issued in 2016 by EU-LISA, the European Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT systems in the area of freedom, security and justice, which is responsible for the operational management of the second generation Schengen Information System (SIS II), the Visa Information System (VIS) and the Eurodac fingerprints database for asylum seekers [EU-LISA 2016].

The role of QKD in the communication security scenario brought forward by developments in quantum computing is a matter of debate among scientists. Quantum-safe cryptographic methods based on algorithmic solutions and on physical-layer implementations like QKD typically do not address the same issues, and present completely different ranges of weaknesses and advantages. Advocates of QKD concede that presently the technique can address only a limited range of problems, but are nonetheless convinced that physical-layer quantum cryptography and algorithmic-based post-quantum cryptography will both have a role to play in providing security solutions for the future communications landscape. They add that the security of algorithmic schemes may turn out not to be as reliable as thought, since these are presently mostly checked out only against Shor’s and Grover’s algorithms, while there is no specific reason why attacks with other quantum algorithms, or even non-quantum attacks, might not be possible. They also point out that existing trends towards cloud computing will be reinforced by the availability of large-scale quantum computation facilities, and envisage a ‘quantum internet’ where high-level encryption will be ensured by QKD [CloudSecurityAlliance 2017].

Other communities, e.g. the Internet Engineering Task Force, are much more sceptical about the practical prospects of quantum computing [IETF 2015], and although accepting the need to start preparing for its purported crypto-analytical capabilities, tend to view QKD as ‘pointless’. Also big telecom corporations stress the various limitations of QKD, and point out that it will be extremely difficult to accommodate it with the ongoing Internet of Things trend [McGrew 2015]. Commercial providers of cryptographic solutions are starkly divided: some of them tend to be dismissive of the threats represented by quantum computers and assert that by the time a real risk materialises new solutions rooted in current practices will have been found [Entrust 2009], while others are actively engaged in QKD deployments [Senetas 2010], [Keymile 2016].

We remark that the debate among researchers recently experienced a flare-up because of the developments in the decisional process on public RTD funding on quantum technologies. We mention in particular the comments on the flagship research programme proposed by the European Commission [EC Futurium 2016] posted by the coordinator of the Horizon Post-Quantum Cryptography project we already mentioned, and the vision of QKD as something in between ‘snake oil’ and a ‘security fraud’ purported by a well-known and opinionated cryptography expert [Bernstein blog 2016] in commenting on the same programme.

At the level of policy decisions, the uncertainties and limitations of quantum cryptography are heavily impacting on the view of some governmental agencies in charge of information security. For example, in a report [BSI 2016] entitled ‘The State of IT Security in Germany 2016’, in addressing the threat of quantum computing the German Federal Office for Information Security BSI writes: ‘Besides quantum-computer-
resistant cryptographic mechanisms, reference is also made to methods from the area of quantum cryptography as potential solutions for establishing secure data connections in a world with quantum computers. This concerns technical systems which use physical effects to solve a similar security problem to public key cryptographic mechanisms by mathematical means. Quantum cryptographic mechanisms require, in particular, specialist hardware for the data connection and a traditional cryptographically authenticated channel for key negotiation. The security guarantees of such mechanisms are also heavily dependent on implementation aspects. Both practically and in terms of security, quantum cryptography is therefore not currently regarded as a strong alternative to post-quantum methods’. In a recent white paper [NCSC 2016] that spells out the position on QKD of the UK National Cyber Security Centre, part of GCHQ, an assessment of its strengths and weaknesses is presented. Based on this analysis, the NCSC decides at the end to ‘not endorse QKD for any government or military applications’ and to ‘advise against replacing any existing public key solutions with QKD for commercial applications’. Also the military sector seems wary: in 2015 the USAF Scientific Advisory Board published a study on the ‘Utility of Quantum Systems for the Air Force’, in which it states that ‘quantum key distribution significantly increases system complexity but is unlikely to provide an overall improvement in communication security as it provides little advantage over the best classical alternatives’ [USAF 2015 abstract]. [USAF 2015 comment].

We have however seen how, despite the critical views sometimes expressed by agencies in charge of cybersecurity policies, all of the advanced countries’ governments are funding research programmes in quantum communications, testing pilot schemes, and in some cases also deploying large-scale infrastructures. The German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi) participates in the ETSI Industry Specification Group on QKD, and the German Federal Minister of Research Johanna Wanka announced in early 2017 a call for tenders on quantum communication, with the final goal of developing ‘encryption systems which cannot be broken even with high-power quantum computers’ [Qutega 2017]. In the UK, the Government Office for Science included in a paper entitled ‘The Quantum Age: technological opportunities’ two recommendations specifically related to the role that the National Cyber Security Centre is expected to play on QKD, stating respectively that ‘The National Cyber Security Centre should support a pilot trial of QKD using realistic data in a realistic environment’ and that ‘The National Physical Laboratory, the National Cyber Security Centre, and academia should form a partnership to perform conformance tests and issue accreditation certificates’ [UK Gov Office for science 2016].

An explicit acknowledgement by regulators of the threat represented by quantum computing to communications security would undoubtedly be a strong policy driver for the development of quantum-safe communications and therefore also for quantum cryptography. However, to make sure that policy choices will not compromise technical excellence, European policymakers must continue to avoid technology mandates, and regulators must remain technology-neutral. Even when dealing with potentially transformative technologies like quantum computing and quantum communications, funding of research and of technology transfer must be carefully balanced against all possible alternatives, so that it will be the task of free markets to pick up the best solutions. In this regard, we point out that quantum cryptography is still a quite esoteric academic discipline, and its practitioners are just starting to confront themselves with the wider world of conventional communications security. If quantum cryptography is to become part of the established telecom landscape, it is paramount to fund projects and deployments where the quantum communications research community is forced to collaborate with ‘classical’ partners. An idea endorsed by both academy and industry is to deploy a fibre-based quantum key distribution pilot, fully integrated with the communication network and freely accessible to all researchers, that will be used as a technology test-bed and possibly as a pilot for the certification processes.
4.2. Technology push and market pull

As we have already seen in Chapter 3, presently the main players in the international panorama are the USA, China, Japan, and Europe. Two contrasting attitudes constitute perennial poles of attraction as governments develop their industrial strategies, pitting techno-nationalistic mercantilism characterised by state-sponsored innovation, promotion of national champions and shielding of internal markets from foreign players against the acceptance of open worldwide competition and private-led innovation, which leads to market-picked winners.

- The USA was the first country to establish a technical know-how, driven essentially by potential applications in defence and security. The peak of this research effort was ~10 years ago, but afterwards a commercial pull failed to materialise; activity in quantum communications seems now to be low-key in the private sector, but a renewed interest is starting to materialise at the policy level. Intelligence experts have recently signalled to the US Congress the narrowing of the nation’s technological edge in quantum communications with respect to other countries (notably China), and the associated geopolitical risks.

- China has made quantum communications a national priority, establishing in the last ~15 years cutting-edge scientific and technological capabilities, and spurring the rise of an indigenous industry which includes several commercial vendors. A large-scale infrastructural deployment is also taking place, comprising a national quantum backbone and a quantum satellite for long-range communications. It is however not clear how much the private sector is actually using this infrastructure.

- Japan seems to be the country where the largest effort from private enterprises is taking place: producers of communications equipment, telecom providers, information technology and electronic corporations are working on QKD devices and systems, even in the absence of major public funding, and extensive deployments are being done.

- Europe has first-class academic research in quantum communications, which attracts many foreign students and researchers. Several foreign companies are allured by the human capital formed in European universities, and inward investment seems to be on the rise. The Japanese multinational firm Toshiba has been doing pre-competitive research on quantum communications in the UK for several years, and the Chinese telecom giant Huawei recently opened a research centre to work on the topic in Germany (\(^2\)). However, the European industry basis is weak overall. Some telecom providers (e.g. British Telecom, Swisscom, Telefónica, etc.) acquired a specific know-how by working in (small) public-funded temporary pilots, but among the several university spin-offs that have been founded in the last decade or so only the Swiss start-up ID Quantique still operates as a commercial vendor of QKD systems. In addition, the supply chain for the quantum devices necessary for system integration relies heavily on vendors based in Japan or in the USA; some items are dual-use and can be subject to ITAR restrictions.

Given the facts on the ground, it is reasonable to foresee that in the near term the applications for which QKD could become a viable option will involve only the most sensitive communications: a typical example could be secret communications for which couriers are now used to transmit cryptographic keys, where it would allow to eliminate the risks associated with the human element. Although at the beginning QKD will likely

\(^2\) We refer to a large multinational company operating in the global market with the indication of the nation in which it is headquartered, which usually coincides with the country where it was originally founded and where the majority of the members of its directors’ board have their citizenship. The indication of such ‘home country’ is a widely used practice, even though multinational companies have customers all over the world, their manufacturing plants and research centres can be found in several countries, and their supply chains know no borders; in addition, when they are publicly owned their shares are usually traded in the stock markets of several nations.
be used only by large organisations (private and governmental) in a limited range of applications, in the longer term it would allow expanding high security communications to all parties who enjoy an optical link. The banking sector has started testing this technology, with banks branches being connected among them and to data centres, and even linked to metropolitan rings and quantum backbones (notably in China, but also in Switzerland and the UK). In the longer term, the use of ‘quantum ATM’ could also provide a path to mass consumer quantum cryptography, enabled by short-range communication chips integrated in mobile phones. The case can also be made for governments to act as early users for applications in the public administration (e-government) or when economic considerations can be deemed of secondary importance and security is the paramount priority (infrastructure protection, defence and space).

It is however clear that a sizeable market will not materialise in the absence of sound business cases. Presently, the overall perception is that private enterprises are not exerting a significant ‘market pull’, and it is debatable whether the ‘technology push’ funded by public money will be enough to ensure the transitioning from laboratories to real-world settings. QKD is affected by well-known drawbacks in terms of distance, rate, compatibility with existing infrastructure, and cost, which severely hinder market uptake. According to some experts such limitations are so serious that they will deny to this technology any commercial sense, except in very limited niches [Cisco 2013], [HP Colloquium 2012], [McGrew 2012]. A risk analysis approach has also underlined that the key exchange is presently one of the strongest links in the communication security chain, so that QKD essentially solves a non-existing problem [Schneier 2008]. In addition, practitioners of conventional cryptography point out that the potential for yet unexplored loopholes that may lead to new kinds of attacks is huge, and that the transition from mathematics to physics unavoidably entails trading computational security for implementation security [Paterson 2009], [IETF QKD pointless].

On the other side, an ETSI Industry Specification Group has been formed which sees several industries which are involved in technology development working together with some perspective users. The ETSI QKD ISG has compiled a catalogue of possible attacks on QKD physical implementations [ETSI ISG QKD], and has published a white paper to propose credible business cases [ETSI 2010]. The practical aspects of security certification for commercial systems have also been addressed [Alléaume Standards 2014], and some researchers are trying to quantify the cost per bit of exchanged secure key in their systems [Mo 2011], [Elser 2012]. The challenges facing successful commercialisation of quantum communication technology are being studied [Lo 1999], [Natsheh 2015], and market analysis is included in many research programmes on quantum communications [UniWaterloo Market Study], along with industry and user engagement [UK Hub Ind. Engag.]. In 2017 two market reports on QKD were published by CIR, a consultancy for the optical networking business: the overall conclusions are that ‘its addressable market is expanding from specialised projects sponsored by governments and giant financial institutions to large data centres, of which there are a large and growing number’, and that ‘as we are entering a period in which permanent quantum networks are being built’, ‘opportunities at the service level, but more immediately at the components and modules levels will be created’ [CIR 2017 Quantum Encryption], [CIR 2017 Quantum Networking].

Most of the economic worth of a QKD worth of a QKD system resides indeed in some of its components, and ensuring its supply chain can be a significant market opportunity for enterprises mastering advanced manufacturing techniques, and for producers of key enabling technologies in the photonics, microelectronics, and optoelectronic industries. At present, European manufacturers of QKD systems heavily depend on foreign providers of components. On the other hand, Europe has first-class research results in quantum devices. In this scenario, EU may consider encouraging industry uptake by funding pilot production lines (e.g. in chip-scale integrated components) with the double aim of generating economic growth and assuaging the dependency on foreign component
providers. We add that for space applications devices such as sources, modulators, and detectors must be space-grade certified, entailing industrial processes which represent an additional source of value. In the USA the small business research initiative (SBIR/STTR) has been widely employed by larger firms and public actors (in particular the military sector and NASA) to outsource to SME the development of high-tech quantum communications components.

In the QKD supply chain, single photon detectors based on avalanche photo diodes are among the most sensitive (and expensive) items: European system integrators depend on American producers and to a lesser extent on Japanese ones. Conversely, Europe is relatively well positioned in superconducting detectors which, although not yet used in commercial QKD systems, are expected to be key components for future quantum communications solutions and notably quantum repeaters. With regard to imaging-capable SPADs (single-photon avalanche diodes) arrays, which might be used in next-generation QKD systems which encode quantum information also in the transverse propagating modes, we note that the export from the USA is subject to ITAR restrictions.

Indeed, some quantum communications components have a dual-use nature, and a QKD system can be of great interest for military applications. In cooperation with The Netherlands EU Presidency, the European Defence Agency held a Research and Technology (R & T) Conference in April 2016 in which two presentations were devoted to Quantum Technologies [EDA press 2016], [EDA report 2016]. The European Commission has acknowledged that to enhance the competitiveness of the EU security industry in times of financial constraints ‘an emphasis should be given to a better exploitation of synergies between civilian and defence orientated research’ [DG HOME industrial policy]. In the UK, the Department of Defence Science & Tech Lab DSTL is active within the national-funded Quantum Communications Hub, and participates in projects funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council [EPSRC 2014]. In the USA, a ~ USD 3.5 million contract spanning from 2016 to 2021 has been awarded to Boeing by the USAF for the development of QKD systems [USAF Boeing 2016].

Balancing considerations of economic growth with those of national security, governments usually try to enforce policies aimed at fostering a national cybersecurity industry which can thrive in domestic and foreign markets, while simultaneously ensuring that advanced encryption technologies which have been developed internally do not become available to potentially hostile countries. The existence of home-grown cryptographic capabilities is often seen as a matter of national security, a view reinforced by the fact that in the international landscape some nations have tried to limit the public’s and foreign nations’ access to cryptography strong enough to resist decryption by their intelligence agencies (the so-called ‘crypto wars’, [Wiki CryptoWars]). In addition, massive communication surveillance programmes have repeatedly been put in place, to gain business advantages alongside political and military information [Wiki GlobalSurveillance]. We mention in this regard a 1999 study by the European Parliament Science and Technology Options Assessment panel (STOA) [STOA 1999] and a report presented to the European Parliament ‘on the existence of a global system for the interception of private and commercial communications’ prepared by the Temporary Committee on the ECHELON Interception System in 2001 [EP Echelon 2001]. The report makes reference to QKD as a way to ensure that the interception of a key exchange could not pass unnoticed, and the EU SECOQC research project was indeed presented by some of its researchers and by the specialised press as ‘an effort to cope with Echelon’ [Willan 2004], [Sans 2004]. More recently, following the so-called ‘Snowden’s revelations’ about the existence of a US surveillance programme, a 6-month EU Parliament inquiry into electronic mass surveillance of EU citizens took place, leading to EP resolutions in March 2014 [EP NSA 2014] and again in 2015 [EP Pressroom 2015]. The European Parliament’s Committee on Foreign Affairs, in dealing with transatlantic digital economy and data protection, insists on the necessity of ‘creating a transatlantic dialogue to rebuild trust’ [EP Foreign Affairs 2016]. It is a matter of debate to what extent the ‘Snowden revelations’ contributed to the Chinese quantum communication
infrastructural build-up [Moore 2014], [Chen Jun 2014]. In any case, existing regulations governing encryption require that systems sold within China use certain indigenous technologies if they have a high risk of impacting national security or domestic stability should they be compromised [Segal 2016].

In this regard, the presence in Europe of research centres of multinational companies working on quantum communications requires careful attention from the policymakers. It is widely recognised that foreign investment, a typical head mark of large multinational corporations, can be an important driver of technological innovation, and in some cases it can be highly beneficial for the economic growth of the recipient country. However, proper policies must be implemented to ensure that public money spent to foster technology development will bear fruit in Europe itself. In addition, actual events have repeatedly brought to the fore the potential for conflicts between factors rooted in national policies and the activity of multinational firms, which although operating in the global market typically maintain for the most diverse reasons a privileged relationship with their home country. Communication and information technologies, with their security implications, are certainly a case where such confrontations can become extremely high-pitched. This is a fact that cannot be ignored for quantum cryptography, since among its early users we are likely to find governments, in particular for applications by agencies requiring high security communications. Here is not the place for an attempt to analyse the degree to which a given multinational company is intertwined with the interests of a particular national government. Just to give an example of the ongoing confrontations, we recall an 'Investigative Report on the US National Security Issues Posed by Chinese Telecommunications Companies Huawei and ZTE’ prepared by the US Congress Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and published on 8 October 2012, from which it followed that ‘Chinese multinationals Huawei and ZTE are banned to sell network equipment to USA governmental agencies’, see respectively [US House 2012] and [Techonomy 2013]. An article entitled ‘China’s ghost in Europe’s telecom machine’ which states that ‘growing security worries could derail Huawei's 5G ambitions’ was published in Politico in December 2017 [Politico 2017]. More recently, ‘American government agencies have been ordered to stop using antivirus software made by Kaspersky Lab, whose headquarters are in Moscow’, see [NYtimes 2017].

4.3. Application areas

In this section we review the business sectors that demonstrated interest for the actual use of QKD systems. In the sector of corporate applications, the largest private user of QKD is the American firm Batelle, which installed in 2013 a QKD link to connect its sites in Columbus and Dublin (Ohio), and is now planning to extend it to connect Washington, DC, for a total span of 700 km [Batelle deployment]. In Europe, Siemens deployed in 2010 a QKD secured link between its data centres in The Hague and Zoetermeer [Siemens deployment] and the telecom provider KPN is also planning a field deployment of QKD systems [KPN deployment]. The connection of data centres is seen as a QKD early market by some the CIR analysts we already mentioned.

In the health sector, a QKD link to protect the transmission of genome analysis data is being tested by Toshiba in Tokyo since August 2015. Actual genome data produced at the Toshiba Life Science Analysis Centre are transmitted to Tohoku Medical Megabank Organization, over a distance of 7 km. For 2 years the free-air QKD system will be verified for communication stability and speed, and the impact of environmental conditions will be verified. Toshiba aims to use the results of the testing to support commercialisation within 5 years of a quantum cryptographic communication system able to guarantee secure transfers of confidential information, with potential users including public agencies and medical institutions [Toshiba Genome 2015].

The interest of companies in the defence sector has been evidenced also by our patent analysis: indeed, we found that both in the USA and in Europe the main applicants are
firms active in these areas. The latest developments of quantum technologies for advanced security and defence systems have been the object of a SPIE conference held in Warsaw in September 2017, with two sessions devoted respectively to QKD and quantum communications [SPIE Defence 2017]. Big European security and defence companies such as Thales, Airbus, Selex, and Qinetiq have a quantum agenda and are actively involved in the quantum flagship coordinated by the EC. In a recent presentation, Selex in particular declared that ‘within the UK Defence Community, Quantum Technologies are viewed as a key area for providing new and innovative capabilities for our forces’ [Selex 2014]. The UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratory is involved in the national quantum technology programme, and in a recent presentation of its activities in the field mentioned its main issues: ‘control IP and knowhow, build resilient sovereign capabilities, circumvent ITAR issues and create on shore industries’ [DSTL 2015].

Other examples of QKD application can be found in the protection of infrastructure deemed to have critical importance. The EU agency for Network and Information Security ENISA published a short briefing on QKD in 2009, explaining the basic physical principles and the main limitations, but without elaborating on possible applications in the field of infrastructure protection [ENISA QKD 2009]. The directive on security of networks and information systems (NIS Directive 2016/1148, adopted by the European Parliament on 6 July 2016) constitutes the first piece of EU-wide legislation on cybersecurity. It makes explicit reference to the protection of critical infrastructure in sectors like energy, transport, banking and finance, health, water, and communications. Several events in the last couple of years highlighted the necessity for such protection: large-scale cyber-attacks to power distribution networks happened for example in Ukraine in December 2015 and again in December 2016. In May 2017, the ransomware WannaCry targeted among others the United Kingdom’s National Health Service, Spain’s Telefónica, and Deutsche Bahn. In June 2017, a malware called NotPetya compromised IT systems at Ukraine’s central bank, state telecom, municipal metro, and Kiev’s airport.

The use of QKD to protect the energy grid is being studied both in China (State Grid Corp) and in the USA (Los Alamos National Labs and Department of Energy), on the rationale that the increasing presence of diffuse and unpredictable power generation from green sources needs more sophisticated control communications that must be safeguarded. An IEEE white paper on smart grid research entitled ‘IEEE Vision for Smart Grid Communications: 2030 and Beyond’ includes QKD among the emerging technologies that may have a disruptive impact in ensuring infrastructure security. To our knowledge, no European power distribution operator is presently working on the possible use of QKD to protect grid service communications. Conversely, the telecom sector (Telefónica, British Telecom [Whitley 2015]) is investigating the feasibility of adopting QKD systems to secure the control plane in software-defined communications networks, a possibility explored also by the Chinese Huawei. British Telecom has proposed to this aim the development of a global satellite QKD overlay platform integrated with terrestrial telco operations [Wakeling 2017].

In transport, EuroControl funded a project to evaluate the enhancement of air-ground telecommunication security by using quantum cryptography technology. As a conclusion, a paper was published that shows how the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (used by air traffic authorities, controllers, aircrafts and ground stations to communicate voice and data) can be secured by using quantum cryptography (QC) instead of classical PKI [Bellot], [Eurocontrol 2008]. In the same field, our patent survey detected a couple of patents on QKD assigned to Boeing.

The sector which has demonstrated most interest in quantum cryptography is the financial one: as we have seen, the first field application of QKD in Europe involved a bank transaction in Vienna, in 2004. Banks and national financial regulation authorities seem to be among the users of the Chinese quantum backbone, and some Swiss banks have tested and experimented ID Quantique QKD equipment, in some cases using it for several years. In Moscow, Gazprombank has tested equipment developed by the Russian
Quantum Center. The provider of digital security solutions Gemalto declares in its white paper ‘Securing financial services data in transit’ that it ‘provides a QKD integrated solution that has been successfully deployed in a number of major European financial institutions’ [Gemalto website]. KTN, the Knowledge Transfer Network which is Innovate UK’s network partner and provides innovation networking to drive UK growth, has included a chapter on Quantum Communications Applications into the Finance Industry in a paper entitled ‘Quantum Technologies in Finance’ [KTN Quantum Finance]. The Australian Westpac Banking Corp has invested in the QKD startup QuintessenceLab [Financial Review 2015], and the insurance company AXA is funding a chair on quantum cryptography at the Barcelona Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO) [Ax 2015]. The interest from the financial sector has been demonstrated also by the workshop ‘Quantum Technologies in Finance’, held in London in February 2016.

Several regulations are in force, which outline best practice to mitigate operational and financial risk in the banking, finance, and insurance sector, and that mandate the encryption of sensitive data (e.g. payment card data, private data, data related to financial reporting). For example, both the international Basel II accord and the EU eighth company law directive (euro-Sox) mandate the use of encryption to protect sensitive data related to financial reporting, and demand high conditions for information security systems and internal IT control systems.

We recall that ‘Cryptographic equipment specially designed and limited for banking use’ does not fall into the trade restrictions in place for dual-use technology, as will be detailed in the next section. We point out here that the banking sector can constitute also an avenue for the so called ‘consumer QKD’, which envisages the download of encryption keys to the user’s mobile phone from a network of cash dispensers connected to a quantum backbone. Short-range quantum communication chips are being developed for this purpose, both by public programmes and industries.

Another sector that could benefit from the security ensured by quantum cryptography is space. Satellites can indeed be seen as a critical infrastructure, whose protection can be reinforced by using QKD to prevent interference with control communications. In this framework, Germany’s space and technology company OHB is funding a professorship at the Institute of Information Technology at the University of the German Federal Armed Forces (Munich) to improve cyber security in satellite communications [OHB 2017]; in February 2017 OHB announced a joint collaboration agreement on space-based quantum communications with TNO and QuTech [Dirks 2017]. Encryption is also fundamental for the public regulated GNSS services provided to governmental authorised users and sensitive applications that require high continuity, as explained by the European Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency [GSA Galileo PRS], and QKD might be used to secure critical links in the ground segment of the infrastructure.

A trend that can facilitate the use of QKD to ensure data confidentiality and integrity in space communication is the push to use optical communications instead of radio, because of the allowed substantial ($10^5$) increase in bit rate. The Swiss company Ruag (now part of Thales Alenia Space) is working on high-speed inter-satellite laser communication, alongside Tesat-Spacecom from Germany. Tesat in particular is analysing the possibility of adapting the Laser Communication Terminal of their Alphasat geostationary satellites to perform quantum communications [Elser 2015]. Developments in this field could be of interest for the secure transmission of data by the European Data Relay System, and therefore for the Copernicus constellation [OSA 2017]. The military sector is also interested: in a document released by the Office of the US air force chief QKD is mentioned in connection with laser communications, since it ‘can provide verifiably secure encrypted transmissions’, which can link ‘critical Air Force satellite, air, and ground network nodes and can help shift the rapidly growing demand for bandwidth to frequencies where spectrum management is far simpler’ [USAF 2011].

We have therefore seen how QKD can be used to secure satellites and satellites’ signals. On the other hand, satellites can also be used to implement long-distance quantum
communications, since they can be used as ‘trusted nodes’ while waiting for the development of field-deployable quantum repeaters. Several European research groups are working on this issue (see e.g. [Oi 2017]), and space-based quantum communications are included in the 4-year action ‘Quantum Technologies in Space’ started by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology in October 2016 [COST space QT 1], [COST space QT 2]. The COST action comprehends a working group dedicated to ‘identify potential applications besides fundamental tests of physics’, which will ‘aim at establishing links to industrial partners for future implementations’. In particular, it states that ‘space-based sources of entangled photons promise the formation of global quantum communication networks’.

The European Space Agency is also an active quantum communications player [ESA Willie]. More than 10 years ago ESA commissioned a pioneer feasibility study for the placement of an entangled photon source on the International Space Station [Ursin 2008], [ESA Bulletin 2009]. Despite the positive conclusions put forward by this study, no further steps were taken. The Chinese successes in the field recently acted as a catalyst, and in January 2017 a new ARTES (Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems) programme element named ScyLight (SeCure and Laser communication Technology) was initiated [ESA Scylight 1]. It will ‘support the development and deployment of innovative optical technologies for satellite communication and assist industry develop new market opportunities for optical communication technologies’, comprising a programme line dedicated to quantum cryptography technologies, which will ‘cover the related developments as well as in-orbit and service demonstration, including quantum key generation and distribution systems, and the demonstration of related end-to-end systems’ [ESA Scylight 2], [ESA Scylight 3].

4.4. International commerce

The export of dual-use technology is regulated by several international agreements. We mention in particular the 1996 multilateral Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, which was established ‘to contribute to regional and international security and stability, by promoting transparency and greater responsibility in transfers of conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies, thus preventing destabilising accumulations’, and also ‘to prevent the acquisition of these items by terrorists’ [Wassenaar website].

At the EU level, the regulatory framework is established by Regulation 428/2009, which sets up ‘a Community regime for the control of exports, transfer, brokering and transit of dual-use items’. Cryptography is in the list of dual-use items (Annex I), under Category 5 ‘Telecommunications and Information security’, which mentions also quantum cryptography and QKD. Quantum key distribution is explicitly referred to also in the context of the sanctions put in place towards embargoed countries, towards which some high-technologies export from the EU can be restricted. We note in addition that ‘equipment designed or modified to perform cryptanalytic functions’ is in the Annex IV list of items for which the responsibility for deciding on transfer within the Community lies with national authorities, so that for such technologies commerce can be restricted even within the EU borders. Indeed, while cryptographic technology export is regulated at the EU level, interpretation and enforcement of regulations is left to Member States: historically, this introduced differences, costs, and uncertainties that may represent major hurdles, especially for small start-ups. To level the playing field, EU should work with the Member States to remove any inconsistencies in export controls and cut out all unnecessary red tape.

The regulation has been revised by the Commission Delegated Regulation 1382/2014, and a major review of dual-use export control is now under way following the ordinary legislative procedure which sees Parliament and Council on an equal footing. On the issue, the European Commission’s DG for Trade published in September 2016 a Staff Working Document [SWD 315 2016]. According to the EC SWD, the main aim of the
review is to strike the right balance between security and competitiveness by adapting the EU export controls to rapidly changing technological, economic and political circumstances. Among the problems to be addressed, the existence of excessive administrative burden and the uneven implementation and enforcement within the EU are mentioned.

The European Parliament Research Service published a briefing in January 2017 [EPRS dual use 2017], which explains how the revision proposal introduces a controversial new 'human security' dimension to export controls, to prevent the abuse of certain cyber-surveillance technologies by regimes with a questionable human rights record [CIHR 2015]. A 'catch-all' provision has also been proposed by the Commission, which would make it obligatory to obtain an authorisation for the export of dual-use items not included in the control list but destined 'for use by persons complicit in or responsible for directing or committing serious violations of human rights or international humanitarian law in situations of armed conflict or internal repression in the country of final destination'.

DigitalEurope, advocating on behalf the industry, highlights that 'a well-balanced export control policy is crucial to survive today's tough global competition' and that it is 'imperative that the balance between security and trade remain intact in order to avoid self-inflicted trade barriers that would impose a high cost for the EU industry without providing anything in return' [DigitalEurope export 2016]. In general, the industry seems to be concerned that the 'human security approach' can hurt business without contributing to its purposes, and that the catch-all provision proposed by the Commission 'would seriously undermine the competitiveness of European business, as there are no multilateral clauses on this mechanism'. Referring in particular to encryption, DigitalEurope remarks that, 'unlike in the US, where an extensive simplification through the license exemption for encryption exists, an export license is required for most exports of encryption items from the EU'; in addition Member States may also impose their own additional licensing requirements, so that 'the misalignment across the European Union of encryption controls and licensing processes creates a challenging landscape for European companies'.

This view is shared also by the Commission: DG Migration and Home Affairs declares in its 'Industry for Security' agenda that 'the first priority will be to overcome the fragmentation of the EU security markets through the harmonisation of standards and certification procedures for security technologies' [DG HOME website]. Notably, certifications for government applications of encryption differ from country to country, thus hampering the development of a pan-European market, and a Member State can restrict the export of crypto-analytical equipment to other Member States. Also independent academic research acknowledges that commercial companies selling cryptographic technologies face 'a bewildering array of regulations, sometimes unclear and haphazardly applied', and that the regulatory patchwork they have to navigate creates substantial challenges and risks to firms which operate internationally, including the necessity to produce locally in countries that restrict imports, the possibility to incur penalties if cryptography systems are exported to prohibited countries or entities, and the risk to operate where prohibitions on the use of encryption jeopardise their intellectual property [Saper 2013].

In a first step to simplification and harmonisation, and in order to create a level playing field within the EU, DigitalEurope proposes to start converting national general export authorisations (NGEAs) to EUGEAs, beginning with standard commercial encryption technologies. In this way, EU export-control resources could be more effectively 'dedicated to non-standard cryptography that indeed requires stricter controls'. Quantum cryptography would naturally fall into this category. In this regard, it must be pointed out that in Europe some of the quantum cryptography commercial players are start-ups and small university spin-off. None of them figure in the list of DigitalEurope affiliates, which comprises mainly big corporations and multinational firms. For smallish players it could be very demanding to gather the resources, experience, and competences
necessary to address the complex bureaucracy required by some countries to navigate export controls. The firms which seem better positioned for this hurdle are probably the big champions of the defence sector.

In a recent meeting on the ‘Technical barriers to trade’, WTO members ‘extensively debated the impact of cyber security laws on trade in high-technology products, as more than one third of new trade concerns touched upon this issue. Some members were concerned that these newly introduced regulations would negatively impact trade in ICT products, potentially discriminating against non-domestic companies and technologies, and possibly leading to unnecessary disclosure of commercially confidential and technical information’ [WTO June 2017]. In particular ‘the European Union, Japan, the United States and Canada said that China’s draft encryption requirements are highly trade restrictive on ICT products, and could discriminate against a range of companies that use or supply encrypted products and encryption-related services in China’; consequently ‘members asked China to ensure that its requirements are developed in accordance with international practices and standards, are non-discriminatory and do not require manufacturers to reveal sensitive and protected information, such as encryption keys or source code.’

Policy analysts assess that China has taken the decision to embark on its large-scale quantum communications programme for a mix of reasons spanning from technonationalism to state-sponsored mercantilism. They highlight that one of the main motivations for deploying a country-wide quantum communications infrastructure is to develop communications links not penetrable by foreign potentially hostile actors. In this picture, the development of a particular technology is in the first instance a long-term strategic policy decision, with commercial potential as a welcome side-effect. Market analysts add that state security considerations contributed to the shaping of Chinese policies aimed at promoting national champions, and at protecting them from foreign competition in the internal market. For these reasons, the national infrastructural deployment programme has made China a very difficult market for non-Chinese providers of quantum communications systems, although one the most tempting for its size. Chinese authorities have spurred the rise of a national quantum communication industry by severely restricting the import of cryptographic technology, and foreign firms can access the internal market only via joint-ventures with Chinese players, possibly jeopardising their intellectual property. In addition, there is the risk that they have to develop country-specific technologies, thus contributing to the fragmentation of the global market. There could be also a reputational risk: a draft of China’s counterterrorism law included provisions requiring the installation of backdoors and the reporting of encryption keys [Segal 2016].

These issues reverberate in the field of quantum cryptography, as can be seen from the following account. We have already outlined the Chinese national strategy on quantum communications, and highlighted the infrastructural deployments being carried out, in particular the ~2 000 km quantum backbone. The University of Science and Technology of China (USTC), general contractor in charge of deploying the Beijing-Hangzhou trunk line, invited the Swiss firm ID Quantique to participate in the tender. The advance notice was however not sufficient (1 week, with all documents to be written in Chinese), and ID Quantique was not able to participate. QuantumCTek, an indigenous firm co-founded by USTC researchers with a much more recently developed know-how and intellectual property portfolio, was instead chosen. In December 2016, ID Quantique announced a partnership with China Quantum Technologies, another Chinese company specialised in quantum communications, ‘to bring the company’s quantum encryption technology to the Chinese market. The companies will create a joint venture, which will open the Chinese market to IDQ’s quantum random number generators (QRNGs) and quantum key distribution (QKD) solutions. IDQ’s technology will be adapted for the specific needs
of the Chinese market, and notably will be focused on supplying QKD systems for the development of the extensive quantum communications backbone being built in the country (3). On the one hand, this partnership is an acknowledgement of the technical excellence of a European firm. On the other hand, it allows one to appreciate the challenges that entering the Chinese market of quantum technologies present to external firms, since the lack of transparency leaves them with no other options than finding a local partner.

4.5. Privacy and security

At first-principles level, the right to communication privacy is enshrined in Article 12 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and in Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (4). In line with the two clauses of Article 8, two competing concerns shape the regulatory environment concerning cryptographic technologies in most western democracies: enforcing the law-abiding citizens’ right to communications privacy, while simultaneously preventing criminals from taking advantage of it. This has been done among other things also by putting in place regulations restricting the import or/and the export of cryptographic technology, limiting or prohibiting the use of encryption, and even restraining the import of encrypted data [Saper 2013]; also lawful interception is considered a powerful investigative tool. The only legally binding international treaty on crimes committed via the internet and other computer networks is the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, drawn up by the Council of Europe in 2001 and entered in force in 2004 [Budapest Convention website]. It is intended to serve ‘as a guideline for any country developing comprehensive national legislation against cybercrimes’, and includes lawful interception among the powers necessary for the investigation and prosecution of cybercrimes. The Convention is in force in all the EU Member States, with the exception of Ireland and Sweden, which have signed but not yet ratified it. Lawful interception is regulated at national level in the EU, although in accordance with the framework established by the European Council Resolution 96/C 329/01 (January 1996), and is technically implemented according to established industrial standards [ETSI Lawful Interception].

From the 1990s, the rise of worldwide communications over the internet brought great attention to the problems and opportunities associated with cryptography: however, the attempts specifically made at international harmonisation of cryptography regulations have been largely unsuccessful. In 1997 the OECD adopted a ‘Recommendation Concerning Guidelines for Cryptography Policy’, intended to ‘promote the use of cryptography without unduly jeopardising public safety, law enforcement, and national (3) http://www.idquantique.com/idq-qtec

(4) UN ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’, Article 12:
‘No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.’

Note that the use of the word ‘arbitrary’ implicitly suggests the possibility of an exception for lawful interception carried out within a regulatory framework.

European Convention on Human Rights, Article 8:
‘1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.

2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.’
security’ [OECD crypto guidelines]. According to the Recommendation, eight principles should be followed by member nations in establishing their own cryptography policies: users should have a right to choose any cryptographic method, subject to applicable law; the development of cryptographic methods should be market driven; the fundamental rights of individuals to privacy should be respected by national policies; and national policies may allow lawful access to plaintext, or cryptographic keys, of encrypted data, but these policies must respect the other principles contained in the guidelines to the greatest extent possible. Reviews on the Recommendation are conducted every 5 years, and according to the OECD the guidelines ‘continue to be adequate to address the issues and purpose for which they were developed’.

Despite the OECD guidelines, the worldwide regulatory landscape on cryptography is largely fractured along national boundaries. Also among EU Member States marked differences do exist, in part because historical reasons gave rise to different national sensitivities. National and supranational actors, which pursue different and sometimes conflicting agendas, and hold powers in different areas, contribute to shape the policy debate. Historically, the EU played a crucial role in affirming and enforcing the right to privacy by driving the development and introduction of national data protection laws. The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, which has the mission of ‘helping to make fundamental rights a reality for everyone in the European Union’, has ‘Information society, privacy and data protection’ among one of its 10 fundamental themes [FRA website]. The European Data Protection Supervisor, which is the EU independent data protection authority, has the responsibility of advising the legislator on proposals for legislation that may affect privacy, and monitoring new technology that may affect the protection of personal information [EDPS website].

The Lisbon treaty, which entered into force in 2009, represented a major step in the development of a more effective methodology for EU legislation on data protection. Prior to this, data protection for private and commercial reasons was a ‘first pillar’ policy, handled by the European Community, while data protection for law enforcement was a ‘third pillar’ policy, handled by intergovernmental cooperation. After 2009, the European Parliament became a co-legislator in all data protection matters, on an equal footing with the Council (Article 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, TFEU), and it has not hesitated to make use of its enlarged powers [Europarl website].

The most recent piece of EU legislation is the Data Protection Reform initiated by the Commission in 2012 and culminating in May 2016 with the publication of Regulation 2016/679 [Reg 679, 2016] and Directive 2016/680 [Dir 680, 2016]. The main aims of the reform are safeguarding personal data across the EU, increasing users’ control of their data and cutting costs for businesses. In advancing this legislation, the EC stressed its economic impact, affirming that the new rules will ‘incentivise businesses to innovate and develop new ideas, methods, and technologies’ and ‘provide businesses with opportunities to remove the lack of trust that can affect people’s engagement with innovative uses of personal data’ [EC press 2015]. As a privacy-preserving technology, encryption will play a key role for the compliance with the legal framework established by the European data protection law, and is explicitly mentioned in the Regulation.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) does not cover communications which do not include personal data. The EC is therefore proposing to modernise the e-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC with a Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications, which will complement the GDPR with the aim of reinforcing trust and security in the Digital Single Market by ensuring that all electronic communications will remain confidential [EC DSM 2017], [EC fact sheet 2017]. In particular, listening to, tapping, intercepting, scanning and storing text messages, emails or voice calls would not be allowed without the consent of the user. The proposed regulation also specifies when processing of communications data is exceptionally permitted and when it needs the consent of the user. Confidentiality of users’ online behaviour and devices has also to be guaranteed, and consent will be required to access information on a user’s device. The
e-Privacy Directive will therefore encourage the use of encryption technologies to protect users’ communications.

The European digital technology industry has disclosed its ‘Views on Encryption’ in a position paper published in 2016 by DigitalEurope, a trade association [eurobits]. It highlights the importance of promoting data security and privacy both for economic growth and social enhancement, and underlines the role of encryption in ensuring the free flow of data in the digital single market. DigitalEurope also states that national governments should avoid technology mandates and backdoors, which will ‘impede innovation, hurt the economy, and weaken data security and privacy’. This point of view is shared by ENISA, the European Union Agency for Network and Information. In its Opinion Paper on Encryption (2016) [Enisa encryption], one of the key messages is that ‘law enforcement solutions need to be identified without the use of backdoors and key escrow’, since ‘limiting the use of cryptographic tools will create vulnerabilities that can in turn be used by terrorists and criminals, and lower trust in electronic services, which will eventually damage industry and civil society in the EU’. On the issue also the European Data Protection Supervisor gave his Opinion on the review of the e-Privacy Directive [EC e-privacy 2017], stating that ‘the new rules should also clearly allow users to use end-to-end encryption (without ‘back-doors’) to protect their electronic communications. Decryption, reverse engineering or monitoring of communications protected by encryption should be prohibited’ [EDPS 2016], a position which seems to clash with the desires of some Member States’ governments [The Guardian Jun 2017].

One more point highlighted by the DigitalEurope position paper is the necessity of more cooperation between Member States, which ‘must overcome conflicts in national legislation’. Indeed, Member States retain the authority to restrict domestic use of cryptographic technologies on the grounds of security concerns. According to a 2010 survey [Cryptolaw website], the policies of EU countries with regards to domestic use of cryptography range from ‘no domestic controls’ (e.g. Germany) to ‘law demanding decryption’ (U.K.) to ‘small and special controls’ (Italy) to ‘decryption and special controls’ (France) to ‘not clear’ (Spain). After a period in which restrictions on the use of cryptography were somewhat eased, recent terrorist events seem to be reversing the trend, and several EU governments are contemplating the introduction of measures that prevent strong end-to-end encryption (see e.g. the UK Investigatory Powers Act 2016, and a joint statement from the French and German interior ministers, Paris, 23 August 2016). According to information published by Euractiv in November 2016, Croatia, Italy, Latvia, Hungary and Poland want the European Commission to propose legislation that would make it easier for police to crack encryption technology [Euractiv 2016].

It is therefore apparent that while the wide use of strong encryption technologies is primarily seen by the EC and by the business community as an instrument to ensure the free flow of data in the digital single market and therefore an enabler of economic growth, law enforcement agencies tend to see encryption as a potential threat to their investigative capabilities, which are being outpaced by the speed of change and fundamental shifts in communications services and technologies. The position of national governments is ambivalent, and has been influenced by recent events such as terrorist attacks. As they progressively lose the technical ability to intercept and access communications, LEAs are said to be ‘going dark’ [FBI goingdark]. An example of the current debate on the role of encryption to the ‘going dark’ problem has been prepared by the USA Congressional Research Service [Finklea 2016]. As can be deduced also by the joint ENISA-Europol statement on lawful criminal investigation [Europol Enisa 2016], law enforcement agencies are progressively making use of device-hacking techniques to bypass strong encryption.

Among the latest initiatives by the European Council to address the challenges posed by strong encryption to LEAs, we recall a questionnaire that has been distributed among the Member States ‘to map the situation and identify the obstacles faced by law enforcement authorities when gathering or securing encrypted e-evidence for the purposes of criminal proceedings’ [Council of EU 12368/16], [Rejo Zenger 2016]. A summary of the
responses from some of the LEAs [Council of EU 13434/16], [Monroy 2016] served as a basis for discussion at the kick-off meeting for the European Judicial Cybercrime Network, held in November 2016 [Eurojust 2016]: the top three challenges reportedly are the lack of sufficient technical capacity (in terms of efficient technical solutions and equipment), followed by the lack of sufficient financial resources and personnel capacity. In the draft Conclusions of the European Council of June 2017, a call on industry to address ‘the challenges posed by systems that allow terrorists to communicate in ways that competent authorities cannot access, including end-to-end encryption’ has been included [Council of EU 8799/17]. In this respect, the EC expressed its position in a ‘Communication to the European Parliament, the European Council and the Council’ (published on October 18, 2017) where it reports the progress towards an ‘effective and genuine Security Union’ [EC Security 2017]. In setting out a package of anti-terrorism measures, the Commission recommends some steps ‘to support law enforcement and judicial authorities when they encounter the use of encryption in criminal investigation’. The six measures are intended to ‘support Member States authorities without prohibiting, limiting, or weakening encryption’. In particular, the Commission states that ‘Member States should have a toolbox of alternative investigation techniques at their disposal to facilitate the development and use of measures to obtain needed information encrypted by criminals’. A network of point of expertise should be established, which ‘should contribute to developing the toolbox’, and ‘the European Cybercrime Centre at Europol is best placed to set up and keep a repository of those techniques and tools’. It is clearly stated that ‘measures that could weaken encryption or could have an impact on a larger or indiscriminate number of people would not be considered’. The initiative of the Commission is advertised and briefly explained also in a DG Migration and Home Affairs webpage [DG HOME encryption].

The increase in encryption strength guaranteed by quantum technologies will likely reinforce the already unfolding trend by LEAs in the direction of device hacking: in other terms, LEAs will focus on compromising suspects’ devices instead of communication lines, developing so called ‘state Trojans’ [Paganini Feb 2016], [Paganini Aug 2016], [Monroy website]. The approach of recurring to ‘alternative technology’ or ‘offensive technology’ carries however some risks, as evidenced e.g. by the study for the European Parliament LIBE (civil liberties, justice and home affairs) Committee ‘Legal frameworks for hacking by Law Enforcement: identification, evaluation, and comparison of practices’ [EP LIBE 2017]. The EP study points out that ‘the existing legal provisions do not provide for the invasive nature of hacking techniques and do not guarantee the required levels of legislative precision and clarity’, so that LEAs move in a kind of legal ‘grey area’; sometimes, for want of technical capabilities, they may even outsource the task of developing malware to external contractors. A market has developed for so-called ‘zero-day exploits’, which are undisclosed computer-software vulnerabilities that hackers can exploit to adversely affect computer programmes. Since they are not publicly reported before being exploited, these vulnerabilities leave the software's authors no time (hence 'zero-day') to create patches. The use of malware by LEAs implies that authorities do not share within the IT community their knowledge of weaknesses in widely diffused commercial software, an attitude that increases risks of criminal cyber-attacks to private citizens, commercial firms, and public infrastructures. Indeed, rumours have that some of the malware used in recent cyber-attacks has been built by using exploits stolen from the USA NSA [NY Times, May 2017].
5. Conclusion

In this final section, we summarise a set of policy recommendations that result from the analysis carried out in this report. In it, we synthesised results published in research papers and ideas put forward by academy and industry in scientific conferences, policy publications, and other discussion fora. The following recommendations represent therefore the outcome of a broad interaction with a wide community of experts, including some from outside the quantum communications domain.

It is a shared view that, at this stage of technological development, the main policy issue regarding quantum communications is how to foster the transition to the market of applications enabled by research advances in the field of communication privacy and data security. However, experts in the field point out that a large-scale commercial uptake will not happen until standards for secure communications protocols involving quantum effects, such as quantum key distribution, are endorsed by governments. On the other hand, public authorities will hesitate until the threat of quantum computers is perceived to be real enough to force a global rethink of their policies regarding communication security, data privacy, and infrastructure protection. Lacking this driver, real-world cryptographic applications of quantum communications are bound to remain in a kind of ‘wait state’, and no significant market will develop.

The timeframe necessary for the crypto-analytical potential of a quantum computer to materialise is extremely uncertain: in addition to the intrinsic difficulties of developing the technology, there is the fact that for this particular application the available scientific publications are of a rather theoretical character, due to the understandable dearth of disclosed players. It is however doubtless that, once built, a quantum computer will be used also against privacy and communications security: and since it will allow ‘intercept now, decrypt later’ attacks on data whose secrecy must be ensured for long timespans, policymakers are being forced to act well in advance. Cryptographic primitives based on quantum communications are quantum-resistant, but the weight of the role they are likely to play in the future communication security landscape is still uncertain. Regulators should therefore acknowledge that quantum computing will disrupt some fundamental cryptographic techniques now widely in use, but they should remain technology-neutral.

The EC should consider including quantum-safe requirements in policies regarding communication privacy, long-term data security and infrastructure protection.

Industry and application-oriented researchers have repeatedly called for the EU to take direct measures aimed at stimulating markets and generating market pull, both for quantum communications technologies and for the services that these can support. Available commercial devices already allow assembling QKD systems that fit into existing telecom exchanges and data centres: however, compatibility issues, performance limitations, cost, low adoption of standards and security models, and lack of a scheme for certifying compliance remain major obstacles. In all these areas progress is being made at a steady pace, and will undoubtedly accelerate if a significant market interest does materialise. Policy decisions can help to address shortcomings, increase technological readiness, and enlarge the market by funding pilot schemes, encouraging cross-disciplinary collaborations, and identifying early-use public sector applications. In particular, sound business cases must be elaborated: lacking that, any publicly funded deployment of quantum communications, even if very successful from the technical point of view, will not translate into commercial services.

The European Commission (EC) should promote further work on quantum cryptography standards, encourage user-engagement and early adoption, and stimulate the study of business-cases.
It is a widely recognised issue that cryptographic applications of quantum communications are still the domain of a relatively small group of researchers, and that their market uptake will require extensive testing in real-world settings to secure the acceptance of a much broader community of communications security experts. To contribute to breaking the silo mentality and encourage collaboration between researchers with different backgrounds, academic groups should therefore be funded to have access to existing networks and test their solutions together with other industry players.

The EC should consider fostering the development of a shared and accessible fibre infrastructure to test quantum-based security solutions jointly with conventional and post-quantum cryptography in a realistic environment.

The European quantum technology research community agrees in pointing out how the Chinese success story in space-based quantum communications constitutes a missed opportunity for Europe, which has an outstanding scientific competence and a strong industrial basis. It must be recognised that the inertia demonstrated until recently in this field seems to be receding, and encouragingly ESA has included space-based QKD in its programmes. Industry commitment will strongly depend on public support policies in this area, which should be seen as a strategic long-term challenge for the EU.

The European Commission should reinforce its collaborations with ESA to verify the possibility of integrating quantum communications in the existing programmes, such as Galileo.

Given the size and significance of the efforts made by China in quantum communications, and its scientific and technological successes, it is beyond any doubt that China is going to be a very important market player. However, while Chinese firms are welcome in Europe, entering the Chinese market is challenging for foreign firms, since ubiquitous (non-trade) barriers to free trade are in place. European businesses therefore highlight the necessity of redressing the commercial imbalances in the relationship between the EU and China.

Policies aimed at achieving more symmetry and reciprocity with China should be designed and enforced to ensure proper applications of trade agreements. Specific instruments to support SMEs in the Chinese market should be developed.

Lastly, we remark that quantum communications can be an important instrument for the implementation of the EU policies aimed at strong encryption. Cryptography is indeed seen as a significant driver of economic growth as well as a fundamental security pillar; however, it may also represent a challenge for law enforcement agencies. The technological developments in quantum cryptography further motivate the already ongoing initiatives aimed at developing novel interception techniques based e.g. on device hacking. Information gathering by law enforcement agencies making use of such intrusive instruments must however be motivated by compelling investigative necessities and remain under strict legislative safeguards.

The EC should remain aware that the deployment of new lawful interception techniques, effective against strong cryptography, must be constantly balanced against privacy rights and potential cybersecurity risks.
In agreement with the above recommendations, we suggest a set of actions to be undertaken by EU policymaking bodies. In the short-to-medium term the focus will be on policies aimed at technological development and market uptake. With time, technology push programmes will be accompanied by an effort to eliminate commercial and legal hindrances, and to establish a suitable regulatory framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Responsible Bodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fundamental and applied research for devices and systems</strong></td>
<td>Research funding (EC DG CNECT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research survey and exploratory projects (EC DG JRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrialisation and manufacturability (DG GROW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardisation (EC DG JRC, DG GROW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentivise SME (DG RESEARCH COSME, European Institute of Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology transfer and market uptake</strong></td>
<td>Demonstrators funding (EC DG CNECT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology demonstrators for user engagement (EC DG JRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embed quantum cryptography in the Industry for Security agenda (EC DG HOME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition of a EU-wide project</strong></td>
<td>Space-based quantum communications (e.g. ESA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euro-wide fibre quantum network for academies and research (GEANT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euro-wide fibre quantum network for e-Government (EU-LISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elaboration of use-cases</strong></td>
<td>Data-centres back-up (EC DG DIGIT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communications with databases (EU-LISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Securing public-regulated service signals (European GNSS Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civil infrastructure protection (ENISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military uses (EDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small-scale pilots</strong></td>
<td>Energy grid and telecom infrastructure security (EC DG JRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-government (EU-LISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common defence area (EDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address hindrances to free commerce</strong></td>
<td>Remove obstacles within single market (EC DG HOME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export of dual-use technologies (EC DG TRADE, EP INTA Committee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free-trade agreements (EC DG TRADE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitor broader policy implications</strong></td>
<td>Law enforcement (Europol, Council of the EU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamental rights (EC DG JUST, Fundamental Right Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Parliament (in particular STOA, EPRS, LIBE Committee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislation for data protection (EDPS, EC DG JUST)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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